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vector φ(1020) meson through its decay into charged Kaons have been performed. The data set
used was based on the RG-A run period from the recently upgraded CEBAF Large Acceptance
Spectrometer (CLAS12) in Hall B at Jefferson National Lab (JLab). The run period used a 10.6
GeV longitudinally polarized electron beam and an unpolarized hydrogen target. The available
statistics collected allow for detailed studies of the W , −t, xB, and Q2 dependencies of the
BSA amplitudes from φ production. The BSA measurements will shed light on the exchange
mechanisms responsible for φ production at JLab energies. In this dissertation, a non-zero BSA
is observed, which suggests a possible enhancement of pseudo-scalar exchange mechanism near
φ production threshold. Therefore, the non-zero BSA may be a result of the interference of the
pseudo-scalar exchange mechanism with a scalar one. Ultimately, information on the dominant
exchange mechanism will aid in the development of a Generalized Parton Distribution (GPD)
based description of these processes in the context of hard to soft transition.
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Atomos - the Greek word for indivisible or "uncuttable". It was used by Democritis of
Ancient Greece to describe his theory of matter: that matter is comprised of indivisible units
called atoms. He reasoned that if one could cut a piece of stone enough times that it would
ultimately result in reaching an indivisible singular unit of matter. The arrangements and
shape of these atoms accounted for the unique properties of matter. While history has shown
Democritis’ early theory on the composition of matter were ultimately incorrect, the simplicity
of describing the natural world in terms of fundamental units has reverberated throughout
history. Science would have to wait until the 20th century to begin addressing this fundamental
question: what is the nature of matter?
From 1908-1913 under the direction of Rutherford, Geiger and his student Marsden per-
formed a series of experiments collectively referred to as the famous "Gold Foil" experiment with
the aim at understanding the structure of the atom [1]. At the time there were two competing
theories: J.J. Thompson’s model and the Rutherford model. J.J. Thompson’s "plum pudding"
model, so called because it described the atom as a positive core with negative charges, elec-
trons, distributed in it for a net neutral charge of the atom, similar to the raisins in a British
pudding dessert. The competing model put forth by Rutherford described the nucleus as being
comprised of a dense positively charged core.
To test these theories, alpha particles (previously understood at this time) were generated
using a radioactive element, Radon, which were then directed to a thin sheet of gold foil. The
scattered alpha particles were detected using a luminescent screen, such that the interaction with
the alpha particle with the screen would produce a burst of light which could then be counted
as a scattering event. During the experiment it was seen that a majority of incident alpha
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Figure 1.1: Photograph of the original Geiger-Marsden apparatus used for conducting their
experiments.
particles did go straight through the foil. However, every so often the incident alpha particles
would be deflected at relatively large angles, which could not be the case if J.J. Thompson’s
model of the nucleus was correct. These large angle deflections of nearly 180◦ could only be
explained if the nucleus was comprised of a dense positively charged core. Just as important
as the experimental discovery was the ability to describe the scattering process mathematically
using the tools of classical mechanics.
Following the pivotal experiment by Rutherford et al. proving the existence of a positively
charged nucleus was the subsequent discovery of the proton in 1919 and the neutron in 1932 by
James Chadwick [2]. As a whole these discoveries provided a more complete description of the
nature of the atom - that is was divisible, comprised of smaller units of matter called neutrons,
protons and electrons, and that various ratios of these particles dictated the properties of the
atom. The next frontier of particle physics soon began in 1955 with the SLAC-MIT collaboration
tasked with researching the internal structure of nucleons, i.e. protons and neutrons.
The SLAC-MIT experiment produced a, at the time, high energy 188 MeV electron beam
that was incident on a proton target to measure the cross section of electron-proton scattering [3].
Similar to Rutherford’s experiment the number of scattering events at a given angle was counted
to make inferences about the dynamics and structure of the proton. The experimental results
clearly indicated that the relativistic electron scattering off a proton target was inconsistent
with the prediction for scattering off a point-like charged proton, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. In
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Figure 1.2: Cross section deviated from Mott and Rutherford scattering, suggesting that the
electron was scattering off yet smaller particles in the nucleon [3]
other words, the deviation from point-like scattering is the result of the proton having a finite
size.
In the following years a zoo of new particles was discovered, of which included pions and
Kaons. Initially these particles were considered to be fundamental particles, that in various
combinations accounted for other particles. In the early to mid 60’s Gell-Man and Zweig
independently introduced SU(3), special unitary(3), theory to classify these particles into two
groups: mesons and baryons [4]. This classification of particles by Gell-Man and Zweig was
similar to what Mendeleev did for chemistry with the periodic table. However for SU(3) group
to describe and make predictions in particle physics it required a trio of new particles. These
three particles are what we today call quarks (Zweig coined the term "aces" [5]) that carry a
charge of ±1/3 or ±2/3. By combining them in groups of two or three they could then form
meson, or baryons. At this time it was originally thought quarks were a mathematical formality
necessary for SU(3) group and not detectable.
Finally, a series of groundbreaking deep inelastic scattering experiments [6] at SLAC-MIT
in the late 60’s-early 70’s proved the existence of these mathematical entities, quarks. Over the
course of the following decades advances in theory and experimental discoveries ushered in the
development of the Standard Model and Quantum Chromodynamics to explain the dynamics
and interactions of elementary particles. The results of which are seen in Figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: The Standard Model [7]
1.1 Deep Inelastic Scattering and Structure Functions
Deep inelastic scattering experiments provided the first insight into the composition of nu-
cleons. So called for the electron imparting significant energy to the target, a nucleon, to break
it up and produce a shower of particles. "Deep" (W 2 >> M2N ) is in reference to the incident
electron having enough energy that when it interacts with the target via a virtual photon, γ?,
the wavelength of γ? is smaller than that of the spatial extent of the target, (γ? < rp). The
shaded circle represents the internal structure of the nucleon, which is expressed by structure
functions.














The momentum transfer qµ is related to the negative momentum transfer squared, Q2 =
−qµqµ, y is defined as (E − E′)/E which is the fraction of energy loss by the incident lepton
in the rest frame of the target, x = Q
2
2Mν is the fraction of the total momentum carried by the
constituent particles of the hadron, α is the electromagnetic fine structure constant (≈ 1/137).
The structure functions, F1 and F2, describe the spin and momentum distribution of the nucleon.
The key findings from DIS broadened the understanding of the structure of the nucleon.
First, was the realization by Bjorken that the structure functions exhibited scaling, meaning
that as the energy of Q2 increased (or the wavelength of the probe decreased) that the virtual
photon was effectively scattering off point-like particles in the context of QED and the Bjorken
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Figure 1.4: Feynman diagram representing deep inelastic scattering, lp → l′X, of an incident
lepton, l, with momentum k inelastically scattering off a hadron, P, producing a shower of
particles X. The four-momentum transferred from the lepton to the hadron is qν = kν − k′ν
via a virtual photon.
limit (Q2, ν → ∞) [9]. This was similar to Rutherford’s realization that alpha particles were
scattering off a localized positively charged core. Second, was the validation that the constituent
particles of the nucleon were spin 1/2 particles through total cross section measurements. Lastly,
there was an apparent relationship between the structure functions (the Callan-Gross relation),
namely:
2xF1(x) ∼ F2(x). (1.2)
These developments by Bjorken paved the way for Richard Feynman, who interpreted scaling
as a result of the nucleon being comprised of point-like particles of which the incident lepton
interacted with. Feynman called these constituent particles partons. In the Parton Model of
the nucleon the partons, or quarks, are not strongly bound (asymptotically free) and act as
the scattering centers for incident leptons. The scattering process of an electron elastically
scattering off of a parton (quark) within the nucleon is explicitly calculable. Feynman also
attributed the structure function F2(x) to the fraction of the momentum carried by the parton
weighted by the respective charge of the parton [10].
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Figure 1.5: Parton distribution function fits from HERA at 10 GeV. At low momentum fraction





where the index i runs over the partons of the nucleon, e is the charge of the parton, and
f(x) is the parton momentum distribution function (PDF). This formalism is applicable in the
context of QED. The PDF describes the probability of parton i carrying momentum fraction
x. Therefore the DIS cross section can be expressed in terms of these PDF to make predictions













The initial success of the parton model spurred the creation of larger, more sophisticated
accelerators and detectors to experimentally map out the PDF for nucleons. Experiments
at HERA [11] were able to accomplish this to provide a unique insight into the momentum
distribution of the parton/quarks of the nucleon.
1.2 Proton Spin Crisis
The observation of Bjorken scaling in DIS experiments reflected free field dynamics at short
range in the nucleon, which Feynman later interpreted as partons. With this in mind scientist
postulated that the spin of the proton, 1/2, was the result of the contribution of the individual
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up and down quarks. Similarly to the structure functions describing the probability quark qi













where the charge of the quark flavor is represented as ei, f±i (x) is the probability density
that a parton of momentum fraction x with a helicity equal(+) or opposite(−) to the spin of














Here f±i (x) is for quarks and f̄
±
i (x) for antiquarks. Expanding this relation for the proton
and neutron separately, performing the integral over x at fixed Q2, and taking the difference








where ga is the neutron beta decay coupling constant. The theoretical prediction of the Bjorken
sum rule using ga = 1.2601± 0.0025 yields 0.21± 0.00041 [13] [14].
In the 70’s Jaffe and Ellis supposed that the contribution from the strange quarks was zero
conjecturing that the quark anti-quark strange pair did not contribute to the total nucleon spin,
i.e. they are un-polarized. Together they defined their own "Jaffe-Ellis" spin sum relation. The
sum rule for the proton spin structure function is seen in equation 5 of [13]. This relationship




2) = 0.176± 0.006 (1.8)
The Jaffe-Ellis spin sum rule was of great interest because it can be related to the sum of the
intrinsic quark spins, Σ, contribution to the nucleon [13]. Then in 1974 Lalit Sehgal calculated,
under the assumption that the strange quarks have zero contribution to the proton spin, that
the total spin contribution, Σ of equation 1.9, of the up and down quark was approximate 0.6.
This early hint of the intrinsic spin of the quarks not fully accounting for the proton spin, in
addition to other relevant findings, illustrated that the spin structure was more complex than
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Experiments conducted by the European Muon Collobration (EMC) [15] helped to shed
light on the spin structure of the nucleon. By using muons for DIS off stationary target protons
the EMC could effectively access the contribution of the two up quarks and down quark to the
net spin of the proton. The result was surprising: within error the quark spins accounted for
nearly none of the total proton spin. SLAC and CERN began to measure the spin structure
function of the proton and reported, with higher accuracy, that the integrated gp1(x) was about
0.126 ±0.0025. This value translates to a Σ = 0.12 ± 0.16, or a quarter of the total spin at
best. This finding is generally defined as the start of the "proton spin crises", so called because
the macroscopic spin of the proton could not be accounted for by the constituent particles of









Lq + ∆G+ Lg[16] (1.10)
Equation 1.10 is the Jaffe-Manohar spin sum rule describing the separate contributions of
quark and gluons spin and angular momentum to the total proton spin. Here 12∆Σ is the total
spin from the valence quarks, the angular momentum component is
∑
q Lq . Likewise the gluons
can contribute spin, ∆G, and angular momentum, Lg, to the proton. The contribution to the
total spin from the angular momentum of the quarks and gluons cannot be measured.
Early STAR experiments at RHIC collider suggested that gluons did not significantly con-
tribute to the proton spin [13]. However, these measurements were close to zero with large
error bars. PHENIX, another experiment aimed at understanding the factors responsible for
the spin of the proton faced similar issues in drawing a conclusion. (Today, with more data it is
known that low momentum gluons are responsible for a significant fraction of the proton spin,
approximately half of the total spin.)
An alternative to the Jaffe-Manohar sum rule, with it’s natural partonic interpretation, was
proposed by X. Ji in his 1996 paper title Gauge-Invariant Decomposition Of Nucleon Spin and
Its Spin-off [17]. Ji’s formulation decomposed the orbital angular momentum in terms of gauge
invariant angular momentum operators for both quarks and gluons. Starting with the angular








M ijk = T ikxj − T ijxk.[17] (1.12)
The angular momentum density of equation 1.12 is the symmetric, gauge invariant, and
conserved energy-momentum tensor for QCD. Taking into consideration virtual Compton scat-
tering ( ep → e′p′γ ) he arrives at a new spin sum rule that incorporates twist-two (neglect






H(x,∆2,∆ · n) + E(x,∆2,∆ · n)
]
(1.13)
Here ∆ is the four-momentum transfered to the nucleon, x is the fraction of momentum carried
by the parton q over which the integral is performed, and n is the light cone vector ∼ (1, 0, 0,−1).
The limit of ∆2 to zero is performed since the state of ∆2 = 0 implied that the initial and final
state are identifical, which is unphysical. This work introduced four new off-forward, twist-two
parton distributions H, H̃,E, Ẽ to describe the quark-gluon structure of the nucleon in off-
forward kinematics. Today, these distributions are known as Generalized Parton Distribution
(GPDs) functions that describe the 2D transverse spatial + 1D longitudinal distributions of
partons within the nucleon. Over the years the original notation in the Ji’s paper has evolved
to its modern formalism as seen in 1.15 presented in the following section.
∆2 ⇒ −t momentum transfer to nucleon (1.14)
∆ · n⇒ ξ skewness (1.15)
Experiments can be performed to produce and detect exclusive electroproduction scattering
processes, deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) and meson electroproduction (DVMP).
These processes are used to systematically understand the structure of the nucleon as the
resolution of the probing virtual photon and momentum transferred to the nucleon are varied.
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Figure 1.6: The description of the GPD theoretical framework offers a 2D spatial + 1D mo-
mentum picture of the nucleon. Left is the transverse charge and current densities, right is the
parton longitudinal momentum distribution.
1.3 Generalized Parton Distributions
Prior to the development of the theoretical framework of GPDs, the partons of the nucleon
where described in terms of the transverse quark distribution in coordinate space from elastic
scattering or, separately, by using deep inelastic scattering for longitudinal quark distribution
in momentum space. With the recent work by Müller et al and Ji, Radyushkin, and Collins
([18], [19], [20]) on GPDs, these new mathematical tools injected a new richness into the field
of nuclear particle physics to explore a new set of fully-correlated quark distribution in both
coordinate and momentum space.
Specifically Ji, Radyushkin, Müller, and Collins showed that the amplitude for Deeply Vir-
tual Compton Scattering (DVCS), in which an incident electron scatters off a nucleon producing
in the final state, a scattered electron e, recoiled nucleon n, and a real on-shell photon radiated
by the struck quark [21] is factorizable. During this process the scattered electron radiates a
virtual photon, off-shell, that interacts with the quark content of the nucleon involved in the
process. The process is illustrated in 1.7. In the center of mass frame of the virtual photon and
proton for fixed Bjorken xB, for large Q2, this process has been shown to be factorizable (for
more details on DVCS at JLAB with CLAS6 see [22]) Factorization means that the amplitude
can be divided into two parts: the vertices of the top part of the diagram are exactly calculable
in perturbative QCD (pQCD), while the lower half of the diagram is nonperturbative describing
the strong interactions of the dynamic nucleon which is defined in terms of universal structure
function, or GPDs [18]. At leading-twist and to leading order (LO) there is a set of four in-
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dependent GPDs: H, H̃, E, and Ẽ. Today the set of helicity conserving (chiral-even) GPDs
are parameterized in terms of the momentum fraction carried by the parton, x, the skewness,
ξ = xB/(2−xB), and momentum transfer to the nucleon, t = p′−p. Only two of these variables
are directly measurable: t and ξ. The H and E GPDs are spin-independent as they are the
result of summing over each parton helicity state, they are referred to as "un-polarized" GPDs.
The remaining GPDs, H̃ and Ẽ are spin-dependent, i.e. "polarized", GPDs as they are the
result of the difference in the helicity states of the partons in the nucleon. In the forward limit
(t→ 0) the H and H̃ GPDs reduce to the familiar parton distribution functions
Hq(x, ξ = 0, t = 0) = q(x) (1.16)
H̃q(x, ξ = 0, t = 0) = ∆q(x) (1.17)
where x < 0 corresponds to anti-quarks, and x > 0 quarks. A negative sign is included with
the Hq for anti-quarks. Another feature is that the first moment of the GPDs are related to
the electroweak form factors: Dirac, Pauli, and the axial and pseudo-scalar parton form factors
[22]. Most notable is the fact that these are independence of ξ and depend only on the squared
invariant momentum transfer between the final and inital nucleon state.
∫ 1
−1
dxHq(x, ξ, t) = F q1 (t) (Dirac) (1.18)∫ 1
−1
dxEq(x, ξ, t) = F q2 (t) (Pauli) (1.19)∫ 1
−1
dxH̃q(x, ξ, t) = GqA(t) (axial) (1.20)∫ 1
−1
dxẼq(x, ξ, t) = GqP (t) (pseudo-scalar) (1.21)
For DVCS the GPDs enter through Compton Form Factors (CFFs), weighted integrals of
various combinations of GPDs, which are linked to observable quantities. In this sense, GPDs
are not directly measured quantities as these functions sit inside an integral [23]. The discussion
regarding quark GPDs can also be extended to gluon GPDs in a similar manner. However DVCS
only probes the chiral-even quark GPDs, which necessitates the motivation for a complimentary
scattering process - Deeply Virtual Meson Production (DVMP).
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Figure 1.7: Leading-twist handbag diagram for DVCS scattering process of a lepton off a nu-
cleon target. At Jefferson Lab in Hall B the equivalent diagram would be a polarized electron
scattering off an (un)polarized proton or neutron. The final state includes the scattered electron,
recoiled nucleon, and real photon [24].
1.4 Deeply Virtual Vector φ Meson Production
There are two general scattering processes to map out GPDs. The first, already mentioned,
is deeply virtual Compton scattering (DVCS) described by Figure 1.7. The second scattering
process, deeply virtual meson production (DVMP), probes a similar set of universal GPDs.
Where DVCS experiments are aimed at probing the transverse distribution of valence quarks
differentially in x, DVMP experiments can provide insight on the transverse distribution of
"valence-like" gluons in the nucleon [25]. Unlike DVCS a real particle (meson) is produced in
the reaction that is detected. The Feynman diagrams sufficiently describes DVMP as seen in
Figure 1.8, and in the asymptotic regime (Q2 →∞), the factorization theorem of QCD allows
for the amplitude of the meson production to be factorized into: the amplitude of the hard
QCD scattering, the amplitude for the exchange of the hard quark or gluon, and the meson
distribution amplitude [25].
Depending on the quark composition of the meson, one can be restricted to probing the
quark or gluonic GPDs. The production of pseudoscalar mesons, π+, π−, π0, couple with the
valence or sea quark content of the nucleon. Similarly, the ω and ρ vector mesons can couple with
the nucleon via quark or gluon exchange processes. However, both these couplings contribute
to the production amplitude making it difficult to isolate the gluonic exchange alone.
The focus of this work is on the electroproduction of the vector φ meson (J−). The vector φ
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Figure 1.8: General Feynman handbag diagrams for DVMP for quark or gluon exchange pro-
cesses. Subscripts are for longitudinally (L) or transversely (T ) polarization. ML can be either
a pseudoscalar meson or vector meson (left figure), while VL is strictly for vector meson pro-
duction. The gluon exchange subprocess strictly probes the gluonic GPDs [24].
meson is unique in that the meson is nearly always produced with ss̄ pair. This qq̄ pair allows
it to couple primarily to the gluonic field of the nucleon rather than the quarks due to OZI-rule
violation on the order of a few GeV 2 [26] [27] [28]. Therefore the φ vector meson is an ideal
candidate as a probe of the gluonic structure of the nucleon (Figure 1.8). A model-independent
description of the electroproduction of the vector φmeson is described next. First the definitions
for the kinematic variables used to describe the reaction are presented for the process
`(k) +N(p)→ `(k′) +N(p′) + φ(v) (1.22)
The incident and scattered lepton, `, four-momentum is represented by k, and k′, and the
four-momentum of the virtual photon, λ∗, is defined as q = k−k′. The scalar invariant quantity
called the photon virtuality, Q2, is defined as
Q2 = −q2 = (k − k′)2 (1.23)








where the nucleon mass is mN (in this case it will be the proton mass) and ν is the energy
of the virtual photon in the lab frame,
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[1]	J.	P.	Santoro	et	al.	Electroproduction of	phi(1020)	mesons	at	1.4	<	𝑄" <3.8	𝐺𝑒𝑉"	measured	with	the	CLAS	spectrometer
Figure 1.9: Diagram of the kinematics of the electroproduction of the vector φ meson [29]. The
angle between made between the electron scattering plane and hadronic production plane is the
angle φTrento.
ν = E − E′ (1.25)
The model-independent expression for the cross section for deeply virtual meson production
(DVMP) is given as
d4σ
dQ2dxBdtdφ


























where the virtual photon polarization, ε, is expressed as
ε =
4Ee(Ee − ν)−Q2
1 + 2(Q2 + ν2)
(1.27)
and with λ defining the helicity state of the incoming lepton, which is the electron.The difference
in the scattered, Ee and incident electron energy, E, is represented by ν. The angle φ can be seen
in Figure 1.9, as Φ. Additionally, the virtual photon flux factor, Γ(Q2, xB, Ee) represents the
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probability of producing a virtual photon for a given kinematic of Q2, xB, and Ee. The structure
functions are given by σL, σT , σTT , σLT , σLT ′ where each structure function is proportional to
various combination of GPDs.












The differential cross section depends on the helicity state of the incoming lepton beam, λ.
By alternating the helicity state and recording the number of φ events per helicity state, one
can construct an asymmetry between events from positive and negative beam helicity. This


























The longitudinally polarized beam (L) and un-polarized target (U) BSA, ALU , can be
parameterized to explicitly capture the relationship between the measured amplitude and the











where Asin(φ)LU , A
cos(φ)
UU , and A
cos(2φ)
UU are proportional to the σLT ′ , σLT , and σTT respectively.
Each are related to various combinations of the production amplitudes, and therefore different
combinations of the GPDs. The measurement of the Asin(φ)LU sin(φ) moment of the BSA, is the
primary interest of this thesis as it is directly related to σLT ′ structure function which can be








In the Goloskokov-Kroll notation [30] the σLT ′ structure function is proportional to the
following helicity amplitudes
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σLT ′ ∼ N=[2MV ∗0+,++MV0+,0+ +MV ∗0−,++MV0−,0+] (1.32)
whereN is an overall normalization factor. The helicity amplitudes are represented byMVλV ,λN′ ,λγ∗ ,λN .
The subscript ordering denotes the helicities, λ, of the vector meson (V ), the recoiled nucleon,
the virtual photon, and the initial nucleon. The helicity amplitudes in equation 1.32 are pro-
portional to the already discussed helicity non-flip, chiral even GPDs, but also a second set of
GPDs - parton helicity flip GPDs or transversity GPDs [30] [31]. The relationship between the
measured beam spin asymmetry and the chiral even and odd GPDs is noted in equation 1.33.
ALU ∼ [HTE − ETH] (1.33)
The transversity GPDs are a set of helicity conserving four chiral odd functions (HT , H̃T ,
ET , and ĒT = 2H̃T + ET describing the distribution of transversely polarized quarks/partons
in a transversely polarized nucleon, in other words the transverse spin structure of the nucleon.
Since ET appears with 2H̃T , ĒT is regarded as a more fundamental quantity than ET [32].
Accessing the transversity GPDs is difficult due to the subprocess of the helicity flip of the





dxĒT (x, ξ, t = 0) (1.34)
and in the forward limit, t → 0 and ξ = 0, the transversity GPDs for quarks reduces to
the 1D transversity distribution, which is analogous to the longitudinal GPDs reducing to the
parton densities, given by 1.35.
HqT (x, 0, 0) = h
q
1(x)[32] (1.35)
Previous electroproduction experiments conducted to detect exclusive pseudoscalar mesons,
in particular ep → epπ0, have yielded beam spin, target spin, and double spin asymmetry
results. The results of the work [34] provide sensitivity to constrain the chiral odd GPDs. The
lattice QCD calculations provide insight on the chiral-odd GPDs, with recent work showing
the correlation between transverse quark spin and transverse momentum. The lattice QCD
calculations provided by reference [35] has shown for the first time that the first two moments
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Figure 1.10: First (lowest) moment for lattice calculations. Left column is described by the E
GPDs, right column described by transverse ĒT GPD. Calculations suggest that in the (left
column) transversely polarized nucleon there are strong distortions for un-polarized quarks.
In the right column the un-polarized nucleon has similarly strong distortion for transversely
polarized quarks. The quark spins are given by the encircled arrow, while the nucleon spin is
denoted by the outer arrow. These spins are aligned to the transverse plane [35].
of the transverse quark spin densities are large and negative for the nucleon up and down quarks.
The overarching aspiration of the exclusive vector φ analysis program at the Thomas Jeffer-
son National Accelerator Facility is to similarly map out the transversity GPDs for valence-like
gluons to complement those GPDs for the quarks of the nucleon. This work takes the first steps
toward accomplishing this task. Ultimately this experiment program is uniquely sensitive to
mapping the distribution of gluons of the nucleon.
1.5 Goals
The goals of this work are multifaceted:
• provide the first results of the detection of exclusive φ vector meson production with a
polarized 10 GeV electron beam on an un-polarized target with the newly commissioned
CLAS12 detector.
• contribute toward the overall data analysis by providing insight into the reconstructed
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momenta of charged particles and potential corrections to apply to electron tracks. Shifts
in the momentum are observed as evident in the shifts of the reconstructed missing mass
of the proton in elastic scattering reactions, and π0 production. Work was completed to
identify scattering channels to use to develop correction functions aimed at improving the
reconstructed momentum of electron tracks.
• establish the validity of the exclusive φ production model based on fits to world data.
Two models are proposed for the t-dependence: exponential and dipole. The resulting
data suggests that at CLAS12 energies the dominant t-dependence is that of the dipole.
Additionally, it was observed that the W dependence at threshold of the production of
exclusive vector φ meson is smaller than anticipated. This suggest that the dominant
exchange mechanism can be described by Regge exchanges at low W, which may transition
to a QCD description of two gluon exchange significantly above threshold.
• measure the beam spin asymmetry for exclusive φ production via the charged Kaon decay
channel. The main goal of this work is to determine the beam spin asymmetry of this
reaction in various kinematic regimes: near threshold (low W), high W, bins in Q2, −t, xB,
and integrated over all kinematic variables. This can validate the expectation that there
is scalar-pseudoscalar interference from π0/η and f0 exchanges producing the observed




2.1 Experimental Setup at Jefferson Lab
The Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility is home to the recently upgraded Con-
tinuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) and four experimental halls: Hall A, B,
C, and D. Hall D is the newest Hall to be added to the lab. This research utilizes the newly
upgraded CEBAF Large Angle Spectrometer 12-GeV (CLAS12) detector which resides in Hall
B. The CLAS12 is uniquely designed to provide a large angular coverage with high momentum
and energy resolution, thereby making it suitable for detecting multi-final state particles to
perform a multitude of physics analyses. This makes CLAS12 an ideal detector to measure all
final state particles in the ep→ epφ reaction.
2.2 Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility
The recently upgraded Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) is built
to deliver a high quality high luminosity, high duty factor, polarized electron beam on a fixed
target in Hall A, B, and C. CEBAF is constructed in a race-track like design consisting of a
parallel north and south linear accelerator (linac) where the beam is passed through up to five
times, and steered into each new pass with powerful magnets in the recirculating arcs. The
upgrade of CEBAF included adding five new super conducting radio frequency (SCRF) cavities
to each pass of the linear accelerator, for a total of 10 new cavities. The new SCRF cavities are
capable of producing 4 times the gradient than the preexisting ones in the linac allowing for the
production of an 11 GeV electron beam. An additional arc and pass were added to produce a
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Figure 2.1: Detailed birdeye view of the Jefferson Lab facility comprised of CEBAF and the
Accelerator site where the four experimental halls reside.
12 GeV beam to meet the experimental needs in Hall D. Before delivering the electron beam to
each Hall the beam is first produced in at the Injector.
2.2.1 Electron Injection and Polarization
Production of the polarized electron beam begins in the injector. Here, a polarized 500 mW
titanium sapphire laser produces circularly polarized photons. The polarized photons illuminate
a cathode made of gallium arsenide doped with beryllium. Doping the gallium arsenide with
beryllium strains the original substrate to produce a separation of the spin 1/2 and 3/2 states.
By optically pumping the GaAsP cathode, transitions between the P1/3 and P2/3 state can
be achieved to produce a preferentially polarization electrons. Modulation of the helicity of
the polarized electron beam is maintained by alternating the polarization of the laser. The
photocathode polarized electrons are then passed through the chopper and buncher cavity before
being accelerated up to 45 MeV by two SCRF for injection into the linear accelerator.
2.2.2 Acceleration and Delivery to Halls
The acceleration of the electron beam up to 12 GeV continues by passing the beam through
the race track like accelerator - a north and south linac and two recirculation arcs to steer
the beam by 180◦ for each pass. Originally the linacs were comprised of 20 cyromodule units
each, capable of accelerating the beam by 0.6 GeV per pass. The recent upgrade to each linac
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resulted in the installation of 5 new modules on both the north and south sides. Each of the five
new modules provides a gradient four times larger than the pre-existing units. The linacs are
connected via five vertically stacked recirculating arcs, or six for delivery of the beam to Hall
D. To enter the recirculation arcs the beam passes through a separator with bends the beam
up to one of the 5 (or 6) arcs. In the arc the beam is steered by powerful magnets, before it is
fed into a recombiner to then be passed into the next linac. Together the 25 modules on both
the north and south linac can accelerate the beam up to 12 GeV.
Simultaneous delivery of the electron beam to Halls A, B, and C is achieved by passing
the beam through RF deflecting cavities, or the RF system. The system operates at 499 MHz
thereby providing 2 ns beam bunches to each of the four end stations. The installment of rf
separators on each reciruclation arc provides the flexibility to deliver beams of different energy,
and current, to each of the three halls. While CEBAF is capable of providing a beam current
up to 100 mA, the RGA data acquisition phase for this experiment requested a beam current
of 50 nA. Once the beam is extracted from the beam line for Hall B it makes it way toward
the beamline components in Hall B. Here the beam position, current, polarization are closely
monitored as it is delivered to the target which is approximately geometric center of Hall B.
2.3 Hall B Beamline
The beam line in Hall B is divided into two sections. The first section is referred to as the
2C line which starts at the Beam Switch Yard and ends at Hall B proper. The second section,
the 2H line, spans from the upstream region in Hall B to the beam dump/Faraday cup. Along
the beam line are critical components that monitor and diagnose the status of the beam. These
components include Møller polarimeter, beam optics, beam position and current monitors, beam
viewers, collimators, shielding, beam scanners, tagger magnet, and halo monitors.
Along the beamline is the Møller polarimeter which is periodically used to measure the
polarization of the beam. It consists of a polarizable 25 µm iron foil target, Helmholtz coils
to polarize the iron foil, quadropole magnets, and two scintillator counters. The polarization
of the beam is measured by first inserting the iron foil target along the beamline in order for
the incident electrons to scatter off of the foil electrons. The scattered and recoiled electrons
are deflected through the magnet field created by the quadropole magnets coils toward the
scintillators located on either side of the beamline. The degree to which the beam is polarized
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is determined by comparing the asymmetry in the angular scattering distribution of elastically
scattered polarized electrons to the predicted value. This value is extracted and recorded for
a given run period. Over the course of the RGA run period various Møller polarimetery runs
were performed to determine a weighted average of the beam polarization. This value is later
used for extracting physical asymmetries for different scattering measurements.
The beam position, profile, and current are monitored separately with the status reported
to both the Hall B counting station and the operators at the beam house. The beam position is
closely monitored using three beam position monitors (BPMs) that measure the x,y-coordinates
and intensity. The BPMs are part of a continuous negative feedback system to provide a stable
position of the beam at the target. Harp scans are preformed to ensure the beam has a reasonable
profile after major changes to the experiment or long delays. A Harp scan involved inserting
a two forked prong with tungsten wires at 45 deg across the face of the beam. The results of
this scan provide a profile of the beam, which can be used to determine if the beam is correctly
aligned. At the terminus of the beamline, approximately 29 meters downtream of the target, is
the Faraday Cup. The Faraday Cup is a 4000 kg lead block with a radiation length of 75. It
is primarily used to measure the integrated charge during the course of the experiment, with
the additional capability to record charge for each helicity state of the beam. Measuring and
recording the integrated charge into the data stream is critical as it is required for normalizing
physical measurements by the total integrated luminosity, such as the cross sections.
2.4 The CEBAF Large Angle Spectrometer At 12 GeV Beam
Energy Detector
The CEBAF Large Angle Spectrometer [36] (Fig 2.2) at 12 GeV beam energy is similarly
constructed as the CLAS detector, at the heart of both is a magnetic field. In contrast to CLAS,
built around one magnetic field, the newly constructed CLAS12 detector is built around a dual
magnetic field design. A superconducting solenoid magnet provides momentum reconstruction
in the polar angle from 5◦ to 45◦, and a torus magnet provides a nearly complete 360◦ coverage in
the azimuthal angle. CLAS12 is divided into six symmetric sectors that operate independently
with each covering one sixth of the total azimuthal angle. It is also broken down into two groups,
the Forward Detectors (FD) and the Central Detectors (CD). The analysis in this thesis strictly
uses the detectors in the FD, therefore the remainder of this chapter will be devoted to discussing
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Figure 2.2: Model of CLAS12 detector systems designating the Forward and Central detector
units for detection of charged and neutral particles. Kinematic coverage of the Forward detector
extends from 5-45◦, with approximately 5◦ of overlap with the central detector coverage. The
Central detector coverage ranges from 35-85◦ [36].
those specific detectors. The FD of CLAS12 consists of Cherenkov counters, drift chambers,
time-of-flight scintillators, and electromagnetic calorimeters. This part of the detector covers
the kinematic region starting at 5◦ and extending up to 45◦ in the polar angle.
2.4.1 Super Conducting Magnets
The heart of the CLAS12 detector are the super conducting magnets: the torus magnet
and the solenoid magnet. The purpose of these two magnets is to provide a magnetic field that
bends charged particles through the tracking system to allow for accurate and precise momentum
reconstruction. Secondly, each magnet provides shielding against frequent bombardment of the
detector by low energy electron from Møller scattering with the target and beamline material.
The magnetic field configuration during data acquisition can be changed by altering the polarity
of the fields resulting in an outbending or inbending field. An outbending run is defined as a
magnetic field configuration that results in electrons (negatively charged tracks) bending away
from the beamline. Alternatively, the inbending field configuration results in negatively charged
tracks bending toward the beamline. The acceptance for positively and negatively charged tracks
is a function of the magnetic field settings. For example, the outbending dataset provides access
to exclusive events with smaller scattering angle relative to the inbending dataset.
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Figure 2.3: Captured image of the completed CLAS12 detector within Hall B. The red arrow
indicates the direction of the beam relative to the CLAS12 subsystems.
The torus magnet consists of six symmetrically designed superconducting coils. The field
produced by the torus magnet bends charged particles in the polar angle while maintaining
symmetry in the azimuthal direction. The six coils are stored in a non-magnetic stainless steel
body capable of supporting the tons of cable. Each of the coils is comprised of two layers of
dipole cable soldered into 20 mm × 2.5 mm copper channels. Every layer has 117 coils each.
To maintain a nominal current of 3770 A during operation the coils are cooled down to 4.5 K
using the coil cryostat system. The nominal current resulted in an integral magnetic field of
2.78 Tm at 5◦ to 0.54 Tm at 40◦.
Surrounding the target region is the solenoid magnetic which is comprised of four cables,
each with 3704 turns, to produce the magnetic field and a fifth, with 1392 turns, producing a
shielding field. This shielding field protects the equipment against low energy Møller electrons.
The solenoid magnetic field is aligned to produce a field along the direction of the beam and
is highly uniform within the target cell. Since the field is directed along the beam line it has a
marginal impact on charged particles traversing through it, therefore having a minimal impact
on the reconstruction of charged tracks. The magnet is operated at a nominal current of 2416
A. The solenoid magnet is similarly cooled to maintain operation with a large current. More
details can be found in in reference [37].
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2.4.2 High Threshold Cherenkov Counters
The primary detector to separate electrons from other charged particles (i.e. pions, protons,
kaons ) to 4.9 GeV is the High Threshold Cherenkov Counter (HTCC). The HTCC is also used
with the electromagnetic calorimeters to identify scattered electrons in different momentum
ranges for triggering. The HTCC exploits the principle that a particle will produce Cherenkov
radiation when it is traveling faster than the speed of light in that material. Each particle has a
characteristic momentum threshold to produce Cherenkov light in the radiator gas. The HTCC
detector can be seen in Figure 2.4.
The uni-body shell of the HTCC provides it a complete 360 ◦ azimuthal coverage, and a
polar angle coverage from 5◦ to 35◦. The detector is comprised of 48 identical mutli-focal point
mirrors with the focal point on the corresponding photomultiplier tube (PMT). Each mirror is
2.4 m. in diameter, and each PMT has a 125-mm quartz window to capture light that begins
the electron cascade. Since each of the 48 PMTs are exposed to a 35 Gauss magnetic field,
each one is built with magnetic shielding. To ensure that charged particles produce Cherenkov
radiation the HTCC is filled with dry CO2 pressurized to 1 atm. More details can be found in
reference [38].
2.4.3 Drift Chambers
The 18 independent drift chambers in CLAS12 provide momentum reconstruction for charged
particles passing through the detector region with high resolution. Additionally the large num-
ber of sense wires and choice of ionization gas allows the DCs to accurately reconstruct tracks
while operating the experiment with a high beam luminosity.
Each of the six sector contains three drift chamber (DC) volumes, or regions, supported by
the frame of the torus magnetic as seen in Figure 2.5. The three regions are located within
the torus magnetic field, with Region 2 being exposed to nearly the maximum magnetic field
strength. Within each region are two super layers containing six layers for a total of 112 sense
wires. The total number of sense wires integrated over each region and sector is 24,192. The
two layers in each region have sense wires strung at a ±6◦ stero angle to provide high angular
resolution in the scattering angle of the lab. The sense wires are surrounded by charge wires
arranged in a honeycomb like pattern to produce an electric gradient directed to the sense wire
(located in the center of each hexagon) as seen in Figure 2.6. Each drift chamber is filled with
mixture of two gases: 90% argon and 10% CO2.
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Figure 2.4: HTCC prior to inserting it along the beamline.
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Figure 2.5: The three drift chambers of CLAS12 for charged particle reconstruction are mounted
on the torus magnet structure. Drift chamber region 2 is situated within the magnetic field
generated by the torus magnet [39].
Figure 2.6: Illustration of charged particle interacting with the drift chamber to produce a
distance-of-closest-approach or DOCA. The DOCA is used to determine the charged particle
trajectory, and ultimately used in momentum reconstruction [39].
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The drift chambers are able to reconstruct the trajectory of charged particles using the large
arrays of charged and sense wires held at a given voltage and with the known magnetic field
strength in that region. When a ionizing particle travels through the drift chambers it ionizes
the surrounding atoms of the gas. Since the wires create an electric gradient, the ionized gas
atoms accelerate toward and collect on the wires. As the ionizing particle travels through each
volume it creates a path, or trail, of charges that collect on the wires, from which hit and timing
information can be extracted from. The drift chambers are designed to provide a momentum
resolution of δp/p < 1%. More details on the drift chamber system can be found in reference
[39].
2.4.4 Forward Time-of-Flight
The scintillators used for forward time-of-flight (FTOF) measurements of particles during the
CLAS6 era were re-purposed for use in CLAS12 with modifications to improve particle ID over
a wider momentum range. The detector covers each of the six sectors with three sets of TOF
layers: 1-a, 1-b, and 2. Layer 2 covers the larger polar angles. Layer 1-a has 23 paddles with
lengths ranging from 32.3 cm - 376.1 cm and an average timing resolution of 125 ps. Layer
1-b has 62 paddles with length ranging from 17.3 cm - 407.9 cm with the best average timing
resolution of 85 ps. Layer 2 covers the larger polar angles using 5 paddles per sector with lengths
from 371.3 cm to 426.2 and an average timing resolution of 155 ps. The FTOF is placed behind
the drift chambers and in a region outside the influence of the torus magnetic field. See Figure
X for a detailed diagram of the FTOF.
Scintillators operate on a simple principle: a charged particle interacts with a scintillating
material coating the bars, which then emits photons. These emitted photons propagate down
the length of the scintillating bar where the photons are collected by PMTs at either end. The
recorded ADC and TDC are converted to represent the energy deposited and timing information
for each hit. The timing information in conjunction with the reconstructed path length of the
track allows for determining the track β = v/c value. Together with the start time of the event
different hadron types can be identified and separated. Pions and Kaon can be separated up to
3 GeV, and Pions and Protons can be separated up to 5 GeV. Further details can be found at
[40].
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Figure 2.7: Forward detector time-of-flight unit downstream of the target. The blue panels are
the primary panels for TOF measurements (comprised of panels 1a and 1b), while the outermost
orange panels detector scattered particles subtending large angles.
2.4.5 Electromagnetic Calorimeters
The last set of detectors, excluding the Faraday Cup, of the forward detector along the
beamline are the pre-shower calorimeter (PCAL) and electromagentic calorimeter (ECAL). The
ECAL was re-purposed from the CLAS detector for use during the CLAS12 era. The PCAL is
a new detector and was inserted in front of the ECAL in order to reduce the anticipated energy
load the ECAL was original designed to operate at. The primary function of the electromagnetic
calorimeters is for electron, pion, and neutral particle identification.
The face of the PCAL is approximately 7 meters downstream of the target. It provides
polar coverage ranges from 5◦-35◦, and has an azimuthal coverage of 50% starting at 5◦ and up
to 85% at the upper limit of the forward detector, or 35◦. The PCAL is comprised of 15/14
alternating layers of scintillators and lead sheets, respectively. Each scintillator strip is 1.0 ×
4.5 cm2 and coated with a 0.25 mm thick layer of TiO2. The strip layers are arranged into
U,V,W planes that are rotated by 120 ◦ in order to triangulate the hit position. There are two
2.2 mm thick lead sheets between each scintillator layer. The PCAL has a combined total of
7200 scintillator strips and a surface area covering 45 m2.
The architecture of the ECAL is similar to the PCAL, in that it is comprised of alternating
planes of U,V,W scintillators rotated by 120◦ per plane with lead layers between each one. It is
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Figure 2.8: An exploded view of the CLAS12 sampling ECAL design. In front of this unit sits
the preshower calorimeter, which has similar alternating planes of scintillators and lead sheets.
placed about 7.5 meters from the target, with a similar polar and azimuthal coverage of that of
the PCAL. The ECAL is split into an inner and outer calorimeter with independent readouts.
There are 14 layers of scintillators in the inner layer, and 25 in the outer layer with 2.2 mm
thick lead sheets between each scintillator layers. After grouping the scintillators there are 5/8
U,V,W groups in the inner and outer calorimeter of the ECAL.
Since the PCAL and ECAL contain alternating layers of plastic scintillators and lead sheets
both are called sampling calorimeters. A sampling calorimeter consists of alternating layers of an
absorber (lead) and an active medium, typically a scintillator (Figure 2.8). The energy which
is deposited in the scintillators is extracted by converting the product of the time duration
and intensity of the electrical impulse recorded by the PMT at the ends of the scintillating
bars. Together the PCAL and ECAL provide improved spatial resolution of 2 centimeters and
an energy resolution ∝ 10%/
√
E for charged and neutral particles. See Figure 2.8 for the
arrangement of the U,V,W plans along with the alternating planes. This is similar for the
preshower and original calorimeter. More details on the forward calorimeters can be found in
[41].
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Figure 2.9: Determined average polarization of the incident electron beam before and after
10/30/2018 during the RGA production run period. Reported uncertainties are on statistically
averaged means, and a 2.5% systematic uncertainty. A weighted average based on the fraction
of runs analyzed at each polarization is described in the Data Analysis section.
2.5 RGA Run Period
The first RGA production run period which encompasses various physics experiments began
in the Fall of 2018 and concluded in Spring of 2019. This data acquisition period consisted of
using a polarized electron beam operated at a beam energy of 10.6041 GeV on an unpolarized 5
cm liquid hydrogen target with a current of 45 nA. The beam polarization during the run period
up to 10/30/2018 was determined to be 85.92 ± 1.29%. After this date the Wein angle changed
to 40◦, thereby resulting in a higher average polarization of 89.22±2.509%. These uncertainties
are on statistically averaged means, additionally there is a 2.5% systematic uncertainty in these
values.
Both the solenoid and torus magnet operated at maximum field strength with two different
polarity settings: outbending and inbending. An outbending run is defined as a magnetic
field configuration that results in electrons (negatively charged tracks) bending away from the
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beamline. Alternatively, the inbending field configuration results in negatively charged tracks
bending toward the beamline. The acceptance for positively and negatively charged tracks is
a function of the magnetic field settings. Approximately 75% of the runs during the RGA run
period are negative in-bending with the remaining 25% out-bending.
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(a) Negative "inbending" field results in
the electron bending toward the beam
line.
(b) Negative "outbending" field results in
the electron bending away the beam line.
Figure 2.10: Electron (e), proton (p), positive and negative Kaons (k+, k-) will have a curved
trajectory while traversing the toroidal magnetic field.
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(a) Angular coverage of charged hadrons within the forward
detector (FD).
(b) Angular coverage of charged hadrons with a track in the
central detector (CD).





3.1 Data Processing Sequence
Data processing withing CLAS12 is divided into four steps: acquisition, decoding, recon-
struction, and filtering. The raw output during data acquisition is an "evio" file, which contains
low level detector based information. Included in this file are TDC and ADC responses recorded
by the detector. Detector components are associated with slots, channel, and time. Slots and
channels uniquely describe different parts of the detectors. Decoding this information converts
the hardware responses into physically meaningful values such as energy, position, time, etc. As
an example the raw digitized FADC and TDC in the Calorimeter is converted into energy and
time for a track. It is purely a conversion stage in the data processing chain, which provides
the necessary information for the reconstruction phase.
The reconstruction services are algorithms that convert the decoded information into particle
tracks defined by charge, three momenta, and vertex position. Event Builder is responsible for
associating tracks with detector information. It is a CLARA micro-service which plays a crucial
role in collecting, organizing, and analyzing event and detector information to associate tracks
with particle types. The information provided by Event Builder is stored in data structures,
known as banks, with all relevant information associated to each track. For analyses the primary
banks used are the "REC" HIPO banks which includes the REC::Cherenkov, REC::Scintillator,
REC::Calorimeter, REC::Particle banks, etc. The REC::Particle bank is organized with columns
representing the reconstructed particles and the rows are momentum, vertex, vertex-RF timing,
and status. The detailed detector responses for each track in REC::Particle are accessible via
a mapping scheme that links the track index in REC::Particle to the REC::<DETECTOR>
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Figure 3.1: Indexing of the REC::Particle bank directly provides access to detector response for
a given track in the REC::Scintillator bank, for example, using the many-to-one concept. The
second column in REC::Particle is assigned a pindex of 1, which corresponds to the first column
of REC::Scintillator. It is possible for a track to have N columns in the individual detector
banks.
through the pindex variable. Figure 3.1 is a screenshot illustrating this mapping between the
REC::Particle and REC::Scintillator bank.
Event based information such as helicity and raw helicity, RF time, start time, beam charge,
etc. is in the REC::Event bank. Further information about the banks and the content of each
one can be found on the CLAS12 DST webpage. The REC::Event helicity is used to determine
the helicity state on an event-by-event basis, which is necessary for beam spin asymmetry mea-
surements. Another quantity valuable for the analysis is the beam charge, which is stored in
the beamCharge variable. This corresponds to the accumulated charge as determined by the
Faraday cup over the run period, increasing during times in which the accelerator is delivering
beam to the hall (Figure 3.2a). The accumulated beam charge is later used to determine the av-
erage beam polarization when combining the data from periods with inbending and outbending
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magnetic field configurations.
(a) Accumulated charge (y-axis) at the Faraday cup
(FCup) during run 5537 as a function of time (sec).
Plateaus are periods when the accelerator was not
delivering beam to Hall B.
(b) Fitted beam current for run 5537 to extract the
average beam current of ∼ 48 nA.
After producing files with reconstructed output containing particle track information with
corresponding detector responses there are two possible paths analyzers can go: calibration
or physics analysis. The calibration path requires assessing detector responses and updating
what are referred to as "timelines" (Figure 3.3) that monitors the progress of calibration for
the sub-detectors on a run-by-run basis. The author was involved in taking the output of each
calibration version and aiding in producing histograms with the relevant information to be used
monitor the calibration over run periods. The second path is toward understanding desired
physics processes. For this work that includes analyzing the exclusive electroproduction of the
vector φ meson. A combination of various software libraries and programming languages are
used for this.
Prior to analyzing the events, a skimming procedure if further applied to the output from
the trains. Skimming requirements included: all particles in the Forward Detector, and at least
one proton, at least one K+, and at least one K− present. The particle are identified based on
Event Builder, which is discussed later. The result of the skimming reduced the file size from
hundreds of Gb to a few Gb, allowing for efficient analysis of the data.
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Figure 3.3: Example of the timeline of the sampling fraction mean for each sector of the calorime-
































The first comprehensive study of momentum corrections was performed on the pass0 CLAS12
inbending dataset from Fall 2018 by the authors and several others. The contribution of the
author to the overall study is noted in this subsection which is also in the RGA common analysis
note [42].
Correction Strategies
There are two primary reasons for introducing corrections to the electron: uncertainties
in the mapping of the magnetic field used by the reconstruction engines results in systematic
shifts in the reconstructed momentum, unaccounted for shifts or rotations (alignment) of the
detector volumes produce systematic shifts in a tracks lab (polar) angle. Systematic shifts in the
inclusive elastic peak (ep→ e′X) was the first source of evidence that the electron momentum
was not accurately reconstructed.
Strategy #1. To improve the accuracy of the electron momentum, empirically derived
momentum dependent corrections were developed using elastic (ep→ e′p′) and radiative elastic
(ep → e′p′γ) processes. The over-constrained kinematics of elastic scattering with knowledge
of the beam energy allow for correcting the electron momentum using the reconstructed angle.
Additionally, the use of initial state radiation (ISR) events, with a photon radiated by initial
state electron, allows for corrections to be extended to kinematic space with lower electron
momentum and higher angle. This makes it more suitable as it is similar to electron coverage
from SIDIS and exclusive reactions. Figure 3.5a illustrates the coverage of elastic events relative
to coverage of ISR events on Figure 3.5b.
Simultaneous fits to the momentum shifts extracted from both elastic and ISR events are
performed to determine the parameters of the corrections defined as functions of electron mo-
mentum. The effectiveness of the empirically derived corrections are assessed by studying their
affect on various scattering processes, such as ep→ eπ+(n).
Strategy #2. Another approach for developing empirical electron momentum corrections
is to use ep → eπ+(n) exclusive process. With a spectator neutron, the advantages of this
reaction include a significantly higher statistics and wide electron kinematic coverage resembling
coverage from SIDIS and other exclusive reactions (see Figure 3.6). Contrary to elastic processes,
however, it is not over-constrained and involves another reconstructed particle (π+) contributing
additional uncertainty that should be taken into account as well. The simultaneous correction
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(a) Elastic events are constrained to a narrow
momentum-theta region.
(b) Initial state radiation elastic scattering events ex-
tend over a wider momentum-theta range compared
to the pure elastic counterpart. Here, y is the frac-
tion of energy loss by the electron.
Figure 3.5: Selection of elastic events using cuts on ∆Φep and W for proton detected in FD.
functions are applied to electron and pion momenta, and the parameters of both correction
functions are optimized using genetic algorithm. Currently, the deviation of MM2eπ+X from
































Figure 3.6: Electron coverage in ep→ eπ+(N) events.
Strategy #1: Elastic Event Selection and Corrections
Obtaining the empirical corrections for the Forward detector is as follows. First, both the
scattered electron and recoiled proton in the Forward Detector are required to define an event.
Once both particles are selected, sector dependent cuts are applied on the missing mass of
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ep→ e′X and the difference in the lab azimuthal angle (∆Φep = φe−φp) to select back-to-back
events. Figure 3.7 illustrates the cuts (red lines at ±1.25σ) applied for proton in the Forward
detector (FD) to select the final events. These cuts are tight in order to select as clean of a
sample of elastic events as possible.
(a)W from ep→ e′X for events passing cut of ∆Φep
for proton in FD.
(b) ∆Φep for events passing cut onW from ep→ e′X
for proton in FD.
Figure 3.7: Selection of elastic events using cuts on ∆Φep and W for proton detected in FD.
Using momentum-energy conservation a relationship with the beam energy, Eb, and elec-
tron angle, θe, can be used to calculate the difference in the measured and calculated electron
momentum as a function of electron momentum using equation 3.1. The result of ∆Pe =
pmeasurede − pcalce vs Pe is in figure 3.9a
pe,calc =
Eb
1 + Ebmpr (1− cos(θe))
(3.1)
In addition, the proton’s scattering angle as a function of the beam energy and electron




 pe,calc ∗ sin(θe)√
E2b − 2Ebpe,calccos(θe) + p2e,calc
 (3.2)
The difference between the measured and calculated proton angle, ∆Θp, is fit with a third
order polynomial as a function of the measured proton angle for each sector (figure 3.9b). Any
shift from zero will need to be corrected. The parameterization in Eq. 3.3,





is used to correct the proton angle when studying electron corrections derived from the
radiative elastic events. The correction works as evidenced by calculating the beam energy
using the electron angle and corrected proton angle. The beam energy is calculated using the










Radiative Elastic Event Selection and Corrections
Radiative elastic events, (ep → e′p′γ), where the scattered electron radiates an electron
before or after interacting with the proton c an occur. These two processes are referred to as
initial state radiation (ISR) or final state radiation (FSR) elastic events selected. It was found
that the initial state radiated events are ideal for this study due to the similarities the electron
momentum and angle shares with other reactions.
The analyzed dataset is first skimmed with loose cuts on the difference in the azimuthal
angle of the electron and proton, ∆Φep, and the angle between incident electron beam and
radiated missing photon from ep → e′p′X. Reducing the dataset significantly limits the data
footprint and processing time allowing for faster turnaround time of results. To select the final
set of ISR events cuts on W, ∆Φep, Θbeamγ -the angle between the missing γ and the beam line
(ẑ), and the missing mass squared after correcting for the true beam energy are applied. The
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(a) ∆θp vs θp for proton in FD before correcting θp. (b) ∆θp vs θp for proton in FD after correcting θp.
Figure 3.8: Calculated beam energy using θe, θp, (a) before and (b) after applying the correction
to the proton angle. The correction is validated as the beam energy is shifted to the correct
value.
cut parameters can be found in Table 3.1.
Cut Limits
W > 1.15 GeV
φe − φp 176◦ < ∆ep < 184◦
∆Θbeamγ < 3
◦
MM2(ep→ e′p′X) < 0.03GeV 2
Table 3.1: Cuts to select ISR events with proton in the FD.
See Fig. 3.11 for example of cuts for sector 1. The final ISR events sample for each sector
is seen in Fig. 3.12. Likewise, these cuts, with the exception of replacing ∆beamγ with a cut
on the angle between the scattered electron and missing γ, can be applied to select final state
radiated photon events. Figure 3.10 shows the three possible elastic samples with a proton
detected in the FD: pure elastic, ISR, and FSR. Elastic and ISR are the primary ones used in
the momentum correction procedure.
In this process the beam energy is altered as a result of the electron radiating a photon
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(a) ∆Pe vs Pe for proton in FD (b) ∆θp vs θp for proton in FD
Figure 3.9: (a)∆θp vs θp where the calculated proton angle is determined via Eb and electron
scattering angle θe. A third order polynomial (black) is fit to the red data points. Error bars
are from the Gauss fit, which are small. (b) ∆Pe vs Pe with fit with third order polynomial,
error bars are also from error in the fitted mean.
prior to scattering. However, the predicted momentum can be determined using the scattering
angles of the electron and proton in lieu of the beam energy (E1. 3.4). Therefore ∆pe can still
be calculated as over the electron momentum range from ∼ 2− 9 GeV for ISR events.
∆pe = mp
sin(θe + θp)cos(θe/2 + θp)
sin(θe)
(3.4)
The electron momentum shifts in ISR events can also be calculated by assuming that the
angle of the proton is uncorrected and can be adjusted by a polynomial function from elastic
events, as done in Fig. 3.9b. Correcting the proton angle to determine ∆pe is done for two
cases: all proton in the forward detector and all protons in the same polar angle range as the
pure elastic protons, or 20-42◦. The results for the electron momentum correction, which are
created by combining the ISR and elastic data, are discussed next.
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Figure 3.10: The calculated beam energy using electron and proton reconstructed angle vs W for
elastic, elastic initial state radiated photon, elastic final state radiated photon events separated
based on the cuts described.
Combining Elastic and ISR Corrections
Both the elastic and ISR dataset allow for determining the shift in electron momentum over
a wide momentum range. The elastic data sits at the higher momentum range, while the ISR
events occupy momentum from 2 up to the elastic region. The combined deltas are shown
in Figure 3.13, with a first order polynomial fit. A first and fourth order polynomial are fit
to the data points in order to test which form is best suited for the data. The procedure for
determining the efficacy of these two functional forms fit to the available data is described next.
Testing Electron Momentum Correction Using eπ+(N)
The effectiveness of the empirically derived corrections to the electron momentum for each
sector is determined by analyzing ep→ e′π+(N) events before and after the corrections. Both
particles, the electron and positive pion, are required to be in the FD. The missing mass of
the reaction is plotted in bins of electron momentum (see Fig. 3.14a), from which the fitted
mean and sigma of a Gauss plus polynomial are extracted. The deviation of the fitted mean
and sigma are reviewed for each sector with and without the first and fourth order polynomial
corrections to the electron momentum as described earlier. As seen in Fig. 3.14b, there is no
clear indication that there is an improvement in the fitted mean at the neutron mass from the
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(a) W with all cuts but W and MM2, S2 (b) ∆Φep all cuts but ∆Φep and MM2, S2
(c) Θbeamγ , all but this cut and MM2, S2 (d) Corrected MM2 after all cuts but MM2, S2
Figure 3.11: Radiative elastic cuts to select ISR for S2 (similarly applied to remaining sectors)
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Figure 3.12: Final ISR sample with all cuts applied for each sector.
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Figure 3.13: Combined elastic and ISR corrections spanning momenta from 2 - 9 GeV. Two
polynomial forms are fit to these points, a first order and fourth order polynomial. Only the
first order polynomial is shown.
correction functions derived using elastic and radiative elastic events.
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(a) e.g. sector 1, MMeπ+ for 16 bins in pe (b) as a function of electron momentum
Figure 3.14: Fitted means of the MMeπ+ distribution in bins of electron momentum with and
without corrections derived from Fig. 3.13 for first and fourth order polynomials. Error bars
are based on the error in the fit to the mass distribution.
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Strategy #2: Selection of exclusive ep→ eπ+(n) events
The events from exclusive ep→ eπ+(n) reaction are selected by detecting electron and pos-
itive pion particles using the Event Builder cuts at first. Furthermore, only pions reconstructed
in Forward Detector are considered due to much larger uncertainties associated with Central
Detector reconstruction. The missing mass, MM , of eπ+X is plotted for selected candidates
as shown on Fig. 3.15 and the values of mean and sigma parameters from the fits are used for
final events selection: µ− 3σ < MM < µ+ 3σ
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Figure 3.15: Fitted means of the MMeπ+ distributions in each sector for events with electron
and positive pion detected in Forward Detector. The mean and sigma values are used for final
event selection.
Applying Correction Only to Electron Momentum
As a first step in this approach, we only consider uncertainties in electron momentum re-
construction and attempt to correct them using the following functional form:
pnew = (a0 + b0φ+ c0φ
2) + (a1 + b1φ+ c1φ
2)pe (3.5)
The correction is a function of electron momentum and azimuthal φ angle at vertex, local
to each sector. This φ angle would range between −30◦ and 30◦ but due to the solenoid field
it’s skewed depending on momentum. With this correction function for each sector we have
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6x6=36 free parameters for electron. The benchmark for correction function is the size of
MMeπ+X deviation from expected neutron mass. To quantify this deviation the experimental
data sample is binned in electron momentum and local azimuthal angle φ. And the following










where MMi and ∆MMi are mean and mean error values from the Gaussian fit in one of the
bins, and Mn is the neutron mass.
Applying Corrections to Electron and Pion Momenta
The pion momentum uncertainties have significant impact onMMeπ+X value and should not
be ignored in the procedure for deriving the momentum corrections. The corrections functions
for electron and pion should be applied to expectMMeπ+X = Mn condition to be true. Similarly
to electron, the pion momentum correction function depends on pion momentum and φ angle,
which brings us to 36+36=72 parameters total. Additionally, the data sample is binned in pion
momentum and angle, which gives us two sets of bins: one set of 2D bins based on electron
kinematics and another set of 2D bins based on pion kinematics. Due to non-smoothness
of χ2 function and large number of parameters finding the solution using gradient search is
not possible. Therefore, genetic algorithm was used to find the optimal set of parameters for
minimum χ2. The Python DEAP [43] framework was used to find the solution.
The effect of correction function is shown in Fig. 3.16 and show comparison between un-
corrected data, electron-only correction and electron-pion correction. The correction functions
clearly improve peak positions for missing mass of eπ+X events, the resolution also improves.
However, the best result is achieved using electron-only correction due to superior fit perfor-
mance with lower number of free parameters. Simultaneous electron-pion corrections approach
needs further work. Additionally, the effect of inclusion of MM2epX values for ep→ epπ0 events
and MM2epπ+X values for ep→ epπ
+π− events is investigated to improve correction functions,
reinforce its validity and reduce bias.
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Figure 3.16: Fitted means of the MMeπ+ distribution as a function of electron momentum with
and without corrections. Error bars are based on the error in the fit to the mass distribution.
3.1.2 Filtering using CLAS12 Trains
Before performing particle ID, a general filtering procedure is performed on the data. This
done with "trains", which are implemented as CLARA micro-services with each service pro-
ducing its own output. The filtering procedure uses Event Builder preassigned particle ID to
significantly reduce the output size from the order of petabytes to gigabytes. In this analysis,
the data produced from the inclusive train is analyzed. The inclusive train requires electron
tracks in the forward detector, with any number of charged or uncharged particles in either
the central or forward detector. Inclusive trains represent a majority of the data and allow for
faster data processing times since not every event has a Event Builder trigger electron in the
Forward Detector. Syntax in the CLAS12 train schema for the inclusive trains is
forward: 11:X+:X-:Xn
Since the inclusive train dataset still produced a significant data foot print, the files were
further skimmed by requiring at least one electron, at least one proton, at least one of each of
the charged Kaons. The loose PID is supplied by Event Builder. The final size of the total
analyzed dataset is reduced to less than 10 GB, making for efficient and fast processing. The
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particles of interest are the scattered electron, the recoiled proton, and the charged Kaons from
the decay of the vector φ meson. The identification of each particle is discussed in the following
subsections.
3.2 Electron Particle ID
The first particle generally required to define an event for physics analysis is the electron. A
series of criteria, or cuts, are applied to the multiple detector responses to identify negative tracks
that are electron candidates. The cuts are designed to discriminate against minimum ionizing
particles (MIPS), such as negative pion (π−) tracks. Additionally, Event Builder assigns a value
corresponding to which detector system, either the Central Detector of Forward Detector, the
electron track is in.
The Event Builder protocols first assigns electron/positron ID (e−/e+(11/ − 11) to tracks
with responses in the HTCC and ECAL satisfying the criteria in Table 3.2. After the Event
Builder identifies electron candidates, additional cuts can be applied to the data to ensure a
refined sample of candidate electrons are selected prior to proceeding with the remainder of the
analysis. However, for the exclusive analysis it was opted to choose using only Event Builder
PID as the exclusivity cuts are extremely effective in removing mis-identified events.
Cut Limits
Charge -1
Number of Photoelectrons Nph > 2
Min. PCAL Energy PCALdep > 60 MeV
Sampling Fraction vs Edep ±5σ
Table 3.2: EB electron (pid = 11) assignment requirements. The EB sampling fraction is
parameterized based as a function of the total energy deposited in the calorimeters. Electrons
defining the event start time are prioritized to the first column of the REC::Particle data
structure (bank) and have a negative status.
3.2.1 Negative Charge Cut
The charge of a candidate particle will dictate the curvature of the particle as it traverses
through the torodial magnetic field. The field will deflect particles along the polar angle, either
making their curvature “inbending" or “outbending" based on the field polarity, as previously
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mentioned. Reconstruction algorithms take the track curvature into account to assign a charge.
Since electrons need to be identified only negative tracks are selected.
3.2.2 Detector Status Cut
Since CLAS12 is capable of detecting particles over a wide kinematic range, the electron is
restricted to being in the Forward Detector. This restriction is accomplished by selecting events
with a negative status from (-4000,-2000]. The negative status implies that the track was part of
the trigger for the event. Status of the particle represents the detector topology and is the sum
of numbers associated to detector hits. Each detector has a unique multiplicative factor for the
number of responses, or hits and the detector subsystem (Forward Tagger, Central Detector,
Forward Detector).
Number of scintillator hits Nscint
Number of calorimeters hits Ncal
Number of Cherenkov counts hits Ncher
FT subsystem 1 if used, else 0
FD subsystem 1 if used, else 0
CD subsystem 1 if used, else 0
Table 3.3: Status assignment details used by the Event Builder to determine if a charged or
neutral particle is in the Forward or Central Detector. Eq. 3.7 decides the assignment value.
status = 1000× FT + 2000× FD + 4000× CD + 100×Nscint + 10×Ncal + 1×Ncher (3.7)
3.2.3 Number of Cherenkov Photoelectrons
The High Threshold Cherenkov counter aids in reducing negative pion contamination in
the electron sample for electron candidate tracks up to 4.9 GeV. The Cherenkov counter uses
photomultiplier tubes to determine the number of photons emitted via Cherenkov radiation by
a charged track traversing the detector volume. Up to the momentum threshold it is sufficient
to cut on the number of photo electrons produced in the detector. An electron candidate track
will produce more than 2 phe, which is the minimum threshold for this cut (see Fig. 3.17).
This cut is automatically enforced when using the Event Builder PID to select electrons in the
Forward Detector.
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Figure 3.17: Number of photoelectrons for all negative tracks in the REC::Particle HIPO bank
in sector 1. Vertical red lines illustrates the EB cut requiring more than 2 phe for electron ID.
Particles with two or fewer photoelectrons are rejected as electron candidates.
3.2.4 Minimum PCAL Energy Threshold Cut
Two cuts using the sampling calorimeters are applied to discriminate between electrons and
minimum ionizing particles (MIPs), which are mostly dominated by negative pions. The first
cut exploits the energy deposition in the preshower calorimeter (PCAL) and the electromagnetic
calorimeter (ECAL) located behind it which is separated into an inner and outer regions. An
electron traversing through the calorimeter detectors will develop an extended electromagnetic
shower, thereby depositing a significant amount of its energy. On the other hand pions, which
are minimum ionizing particles, will deposit a constant and smaller amount of energy. This
results in a distinct energy signature from electron and pions that can be exploited to select
candidate electron tracks. Therefore a cut at 0.06 GeV is applied to remove negative pions
to select electrons depositing an energy above this value (see Figure 3.19). Similar to the
number of photoelectrons cut, this is automatically applied by the Event Builder when selecting
REC::Particle tracks with pid equal to that of electrons (11).
3.2.5 Electromagnetic Calorimeter Sampling Fraction Cut
Complementing the minimum PCAL energy threshold cut is the sampling fraction cut also




total energy, Edep,PCAL + Edep,ECALInner + Edep,ECALOuter, deposited across all layers of the
ECAL to the reconstructed momentum, p, of the track. The sampling fraction signature for
electrons is nearly constant at a ratio of ∼ 0.25 across all momenta. This implies the deposited
energy scales with the momentum or deposited energy of the electron. However negative pions,
MIPS, leave a constant deposited energy independent of momentum. The electron tracks are
selected ±5σ from the sampling fraction as a function of the Etotaldep. as seen in Fig.3.21.
The cut is developed by filling a 2D histogram with the sampling fraction along the y-axis
and the momentum on the x-axis. Next the sampling fraction is projected for successive bins
in momentum. A Gauss function is fit to each sampling fraction histogram to determine the
mean, µb, and sigma σb for momentum bin b. A polynomial of the form in Eq. 3.9 is fit to the
mean and sigma to create an energy dependent sampling fraction cut.














The parameters of Eq. 3.9 are the result of fits to the sampling fraction distribution in bins
of deposited energy, separately, for each sector. The final parameters for Eq. 3.9 can be found
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Figure 3.19: Minimum energy deposited cut in PCAL of 0.06 GeV removes pions (MIPS)
concentrated below the vertical red line. Plot is for Sector 1.
in the CCDB for EB link to electron sampling fraction. These parameters are unique to defined
run ranges. Additional measures can be taken to improve the electron particle ID to remove
possible contamination or poorly reconstructed tracks. This is discussed in the proceeding
sections.
3.2.6 Electron PID Refinement Cuts
The author extensively studied electron particle id for the new data and aided in developing
a set of additional cuts to improve the electron sample. These additional cuts are critical
for reducing poorly reconstructed tracks and removing negative pion contamination from the
data. While a great deal was learned for the first time about electrons in CLAS12 and these
refinements cuts are used in semi-inclusive studies but this specific analysis opts for less stringent
requirements on electron PID. While the additional improvements are discussed it should be
noted that they are not used in this specific work and the final extraction of the BSA. In fact the
BSA was compared using all refinement cuts to the analysis without these additional electron
and hadron cuts and the final result was well within error but with larger error bars proportional




Refinement (1) - Energy deposited in PCAL
Cut from the EB value of 0.06 is moved to 0.07 GeV to remove more negative pions without
significantly impacting the electron sample. This cut is removes entries to the left of the first
red line.
Refinement (2) - Fitted Sampling Fraction Cut
The sampling fraction cut is fit as a function of the momentum of the charged track instead
of the deposited energy. This helps to further separate and remove negative pions from the
electron sample. The strictness of the cut can be adjusted to provide rejection of pions over
momentum range.
The sampling fraction is fitted in bins of reconstructed momentum to determine the mean
and sigma per bin. Then a function of the form equation 3.11 is fit to the mean and sigma as
a function of momentum to extract the fit parameters. Ultimately a cut at 3.5σ was used. See
Figure 3.22
µ = a+ b/1000 ∗ (x− c)2 (3.10)
σ = a+ b/(10 ∗ (x− c)) (3.11)
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Figure 3.21: Sampling fraction, the ratio of the sum of energy deposited in the calorimeter
layers to reconstructed track momentum, vs deposited energy for each pre-shower calorimeter
sector. The electron candidate tracks shown are with the Nphe and Epcal cuts applied. It is
clear that the sampling fraction cut is required. Dashed black line is the result of the fit to the






























































































































































Figure 3.22: Sampling Fraction mean (black dashed lines) and red dashed lines at ±3.5σ from
the mean as a function of momentum. Note this is without a cut on the fiducial volume of the
calorimeter, but for all negative tracks from the skim 4 eX trains.
Refinement (3) - Sampling Fraction Correlation Cut
The author had studied the pion contamination above 4.5 GeV, the point at which the HTCC
can begin to mislabel negative pions as electrons. This work results in developing a diagonal
sampling fraction cut for the correlation between the sampling fraction of the inner calorimeter
and the PCAL. A diagonal cut was required based on detailed studies using simulation and






However this cut is only applied to those candidate particles above 4.5 GeV - the HTCC
threshold. Below this momentum the cut is not applied.
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(a) Correlation of the sampling fraction using the in-
ner calorimeter vs the preshower calorimeter before
appling any cut.
(b) Same correlation but with a cut on the sampling
fraction at the ±3.5σ level and the diagonal cut ap-
plied to candidate electrons above 4.5 GeV.
Refinement (4) - Vertex Position Cut
A vertex position cut is applied to remove electrons originating outside the target cell, i.e.
along the beam line, target window, and foils upstream (second bump). The values used for the
inbending and outbending run differ and are given as -13.0 cm < vz < +12.0 cm for inbending
and -18.0 cm < vz < +10.0 cm for the outbending run. See Figure 3.24 for distributions of
vertex position for each field.
Figure 3.24: Reconstructed z-vertex position of the electron for each sector from both the
inbending and outbending datasets.
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3.3 Hadron Identification
Charged hadrons (deutron/proton/Kaon/pion) are identified using the CLAS12 drift cham-
bers and time-of-flight (TOF) detectors. Specifically, hadron ID is for charged particles with a
TOF that failed the cuts mentioned in the previous subsection to identify electrons (or positrons)
and were not used for setting the start time of the event. Since there are multiple TOF panels
to hadron ID, prioritization for establishing the timing response is given in the following order:
(1) FTOF 1B, (2) FTOF 1A, (3) FTOF 2. FTOF panel 1B is preferred due to having enhanced
timing resolution over the other panels. For charged particles in the Central Detector only one
timing response is available and no prioritization is required.
3.3.1 Event Builder Hadron ID
Separation of charged hadrons is done by exploiting the difference between the start-time
corrected time recorded at the TOF detector and expected (or calculated) time based on the
path length and track momentum. The track is assigned the PID that minimizes ∆t of equation
3.13, or in other words is the best hypothesis for that track. A chi2pid value is calculated for the
particle, which is the number of sigma from the expected vertex time for the assigned particle
ID. Cutting on this value with result in narrow β bands. See Fig. 3.25b for fits to β as a function
of p for all positively charged tracks with a trigger electron selected. The error bars are ±2
sigma from the fitted mean. This analysis requires the detection of the hadrons, i.e. the recoiled
proton, and the charged Kaons from the decay of the vector φ meson











It is assumed that the charged track failed the required number of photo-electrons and
energy deposited in the calorimeter to be classified as e+/e− or as the trigger. Tracks with
a hit in the HTCC detector with at least 2 photo-electrons and are above the pion threshold
are assigned as pions. Timing information in equation 3.13 for the charged tracks in the FD
is provided by the FTOF panels in the preferential order of: panel 1B, panel 1A, panel 2. See
reference [40] for more details about the panels. Panel 1B is preferred due to having enhanced
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timing resolution over the other panels.
(a) β vs momenta for positive particles using TOF
from FTOF panel 1b. The black bands are the the-
oretical curves for pions, Kaons, and protons [42].
(b) Fitted mean and resolution of β in bins of re-
constructed momenta of pions, Kaons, and protons.
Can achieve 4σ separation between particle species
at high momentum ∼ 2.7-3 GeV. A 4σ separation
means that the error bars are at a total of 2σ and
touching each other.
Figure 3.25: β vs reconstructed momentum for positive particles [42].
3.3.2 Event Builder PID χ2 Cut
The pidchi2 varaibles is defined by first parameterizing the σ of the ∆t distribution as a
function of momentum. The chi2pid value is the distance ∆t is from zero divided by the value
of σ(p) for each particle species. Alternatively it is expressed as χ2 = ∆t/σ(p). A loose cut on
the Event Builder PID χ2 variable is implemented to remove tracks not in agreement by ±6σ
with the hypothesis assigned by Event Builder. In this way potentially misidentified particles
are removed. However the compounding effect of applying all these cuts on a four particle final
state significantly reduce this possibility, particularly with the application of exclusivity cuts.
3.3.3 Hadron ID Refinement Cuts
Similarly, an additional set of cuts are applied on top of what Event Builder provides to
improve the dataset of hadrons. This is of particular importance for semi-inclusive analysis.
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Since this work is an exclusive analysis it is again emphasized that these additional refinement
cut are not implements as there is no significant improvement in the final measurement.
Refinement (1) - ∆Vz of Electron and Hadron
A cut on the difference in the reconstructed z-vertex position of the electron and hadron is
applied to reject hadrons originating outside the target cell. A loose cut of |vz(ele)− vz(had)| <
20 cm is used for both the inbending and outbending analysis due in-part to the fact the cut is
the difference of the two.
Figure 3.26: Vertex difference between the electron and hadron for protons, K+, and K− (from
left to right). Red vertical lines denote the cut locations [42].
Refinement (2) - Tight χ2 Cut
A tighter cut of ±3σ, in accordance with the RG-A analysis note, is place on pidchi2 value
from Event Builder on the tracks. The pidchi2 value represents the number of sigma that ∆t
is from 0. These distributions should be centered about 0 with a sigma equal to 1. This cut
manifest as a cut on ∆t as seen in figure 3.27.
3.3.4 Fiducial Cuts
Fiducial cuts can be applied to the dataset to remove those tracks near the edge of the de-
tector volumes. Particular focus is on the preshower calorimeter volume and the drift chambers
regions.
Refinement (1) - PCAL Fiducial Cut on Electron
When a charged track such as electron deposits energy in the preshower calorimeter near
the edge it is possible that the shower profile is not fully contained. Therefore the properties of
the track may not be reliable. To deal with this situation a cut on the local PCAL coordinates
is applied to the V and W coordinate. A cut of 9 cm is used for electron hits in the PCAL.
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Figure 3.27: Mean and −3σ bands for ∆t vs reconstructed momentum for positively charged
particles assuming proton mass. The lower band is equivalent to the cut on pidchi2 variable of
-3.
The cut is required as seen in Figure 3.28 , where it is evident that the sampling fraction is
reduced near the edge. The hits at low angle high momentum electron tracks are at the tip of
the calorimeter and most prone to shower not being fully reconstructed 3.29.
Refinement (2) - DC Fiducial Cuts
There are two type of DC fiducial cuts applied - one for electron tracks, and another for
hadron types. First the DC fiducial cuts for the electron are discussed, followed by those for
hadrons.
Linear DC Cuts: The DC cuts for the inbending data on the DC fiducial volume are
straight line cuts. Local x-y coordinates for each drift chamber region are used to determine
the average tracking χ2/NDF . The distribution is then sliced along each axis to determine
the average χ2/NDF in each slice. The final data points are fitted with a linear function to
determine the parameters for each sector. More details are reserved to the CLAS12 RG-A
analysis note geared for semi-inclusive studies [42].
Polynomial DC Cuts: These cuts are applied to electron from the outbending runs and
to hadrons from both inbending and outbending run periods. These cuts are developed using
the local theta and phi position within each drift chamber sector for each region. The cuts
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(a) Sampling Fraction as a function of W coor-
dinate.
(b) Sampling Fraction as a function of W coor-
dinate.
(c) Average sampling fraction.
(d) PCAL Fiducial before (black) and after
(blue)
Figure 3.28: Top row - PCAL fiducial cuts on V and W local coordinate. V and W are shown
with cuts on the other distribution at 20 cm to see the other sample. Bottom row - average
sampling fraction PCAL coordinate shows the fiducial edge. Bottom right - before and after
applying cut.
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Figure 3.29: Real hit in the PCAL and ECAL. Electromagentic shower by the particle in the
calorimeter is illustrated by the red circle. The shower clearly extends beyond the fiducial
boundary of the calorimeter in the PCAL.
are electron and hadron species specific. First the average χ2/NDF in bins of local theta and
phi are first determined before slicing the distribution in bins of theta to look at the average
χ2/NDF as a function of phi. The center of the distribution are fitted with a constant value
about the local center, or phi of zero degrees. When the χ2/NDF begins to change by more
than a specified percentage of the constant value is where the fiducial boundary is marked for
the given local theta phi bin. The functional form in equation 3.15 is fit to the data points.
Parameters for these functions are region, sector, and particle dependent.
φ = a+ b ∗ log(θ) + c ∗ θ + d ∗ θ2 (3.15)
This is done separately for each particle type. More details can be found in the RG-A release
note [42].
3.4 Vector φMeson Event Selection through ep→ e′p′φ→ e′p′K+K−
The focus of this analysis is to detect the fully exclusive vector φ meson through the decay
into charged Kaons. Before proceeding to apply the exclusivity cuts only events with exactly
one electron, one proton, one K+ and one K− are first selected. The purpose of these additional
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[p0] + [p1] * x
ele region 1
(a) Region 1










[p0] + [p1] * x
ele region 2
(b) Region 2










[p0] + [p1] * x
ele region 3
(c) Region 3
Figure 3.30: Linear cuts on the drift chamber for electron for each DC region. Cut for each
sector overlap one another in each region. More details are in reference [42].
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(a) Positives, Region 1




















































































































































































(b) Positives, Region 2




































































































































(c) Positives, Region 3
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"exclusivity" cuts is to reject background / non-physical events. It should be noted that the
Λ(1520) and Λ(1820) resonances with the exact same four final state particles are investigated,
with these events ultimately being removed in this analysis as discussed later. The additional
cuts applied are:
• Missing Energy Cut via ep→ e′p′K+K−X
• Missing Mass2 cut on proton via ep→ e′K+K−X
• Missing Mass2 cut on Missing K+ via ep→ e′p′K−X
• Missing Mass2 cut on Missing K− via ep→ e′p′K+X
• Vertex Difference Cut on Charged Kaons
• Coplanarity cut on Proton, Charged Kaons
3.4.1 Exclusivity Cuts
A set of exclusivity cuts are applied to remove background and un-physical events. Cut on
the the calculated missing energy and mass of the proton and each of the charged Kaon are
discussed first.
The missing energy and mass squared distribution are fit with a Gaussian to determine the
mean and sigma (resolution), which is done four times - once per distribution. These parameters
are used for selecting φ events with the final e′p′K+K− state. The distribution of the signal and
the background can be separated by looking at events passing all but one cut, and comparing
those to events failing at least one of the three cuts. In Figure 3.32b the red distribution
represents events passing the cuts, while the blue distribution are the events that may or may
not originate from the electroproduction of the vector φ meson. Vertical red lines represent the
nominal cut use in the analysis with parameters in Table 3.4. These cuts are effective since
the resulting effect is to remove the background while not removing a significant amount of
potentially good φ events.
Three more cuts are applied to the final data sample to remove poorly reconstructed events
using a cut on the difference between the charged Kaons vertex position, and a cut on the
coplanarity angles are explained below.
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(a) Example of cutting on all calculated missing mass
variables except missing energy. Cuts (vertical red
lines) on missing masses are at ±4σ from the fitted
mean.
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(b) All events (black), events failing at least one of
the three other cuts (blue), and events passing (red).
Two additional cuts are applied afterwards.
Figure 3.32: Cuts on the missing energy and missing mass squared reveal the signal (red) and
background (blue) from the total distribution (black).
3.4.2 Vertex Difference Cut on Charged Kaons
The difference between the positive and negative Kaon reconstructed vertex position is
cut on, ∆vK+K− = vK+ − vK− , to ensure that the Kaons do not have significantly detached
reconstructed vertex positions as both particle are anticipated to come from the decay of the
vector φ meson. See Figure 3.34.
Cut µ σ Range from µ
Missing E 0.0292 (0.04019) 0.0670 (0.06144) ±4σ
Missing Proton 0.8912 (0.9062) 0.0632 (0.05930) ±4σ
Missing K+ 0.2389 (0.2587) 0.0479 (0.05018) ±4σ
Missing K− 0.2427 (0.2570) 0.0495 (0.04334) ±4σ
Table 3.4: Table of exclusivity cuts on missing mass squared and missing energy to select final
state events. Values contained in parentheses are from the data with the outbending torus field.
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Figure 3.33: Invariant mass of K+K− vs K−p. Resonances Λ∗(1520 and Λ ∗ (1820) are seen
overlapping with φ(1020) distribution.
3.4.3 Coplanarity Cuts
A cut on the angle between the measured hadron and the calculated hadron 4-vector (Figure
3.35) is implemented. The maximum angle for each hadron is 9◦. Figure 3.36 shows the
effectiveness of this cut in removing the near constant background from the final inbending data
set while not removing a significant number of φ candidate events. Loose cuts are preferred
since together they have a compounding effect.
3.4.4 Removal of Resonant Structures from Lambda 1520 and 1820
As previously mentioned, there are scattering channels producing the same particles in the
final state. The primary offenders are high mass hyperons from e′K+Λ∗(1520), for example,
that contaminate the final sample after application of the exclusivity cuts. Additional excited
resonances of Λ∗: Λ∗(1600), Λ∗(1800), Λ∗(1820), Σ∗(1660) , Σ∗(1750), are possible sources of
background to the final sample. The presence of Λ∗(1520 and Λ∗(1820) channels overlapping
with φ are the most prominent and are clearly seen in Figure 3.33. In particular the resonance
structures can be seen in Figure 3.37, a 1-D histogram of the invariant mass of p′K−. Both of
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(a) ∆vz cuts (vertical red lines) for charged Kaons.
(b) K+K− mass distributions for all(black) events,
that fail (red) vertex difference, and pass (blue).
Figure 3.34: Application of ∆vK+K− = vK+ − vK− . Raw (black) distribution of invariant mass
of Kaons are those passing the missing energy and mass squared cuts. The broad K+K− peak
are those events failing the cut which have a significantly detached vertex position.
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(a) Proton coplanarity angle.
(b) I.M. of charged Kaons from pro-
ton coplanarity cut.
(c) K+ coplanarity angle.
(d) I.M. of charged Kaons from K+
coplanarity cut.
(e) K− coplanarity angle.
(f) I.M. of charged Kaons from K−
coplanarity cut.
Figure 3.35: Coplanarity angle ( angle between measured and calculated particle 4-vector) for
the proton and charged Kaons after applying missing energy and missing mass squared cuts.
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Figure 3.36: Effect of the application of all coplanarity cuts to the data on the invariant mass
distribution ofK+K−. The flat distribution of events failing these cuts across the mass spectrum
indicates this cut effectively removes background.
the prominent resonances, Λ(1520) and Λ(1820), are removed for the analysis when extracting
the asymmetry by applying box cuts. Previous detailed studies suggested that the exclusion
of these events is paramount, even at the expense of loosing true φ events, for an accurate
determination of the beam spin asymmetry.
3.5 Vector φ Meson Signal
The final set of data features a prominent φ signal, which is simultaneously fit to a combi-
nation of a Gaussian and background as seen in Figure 3.42a. The function form is defined as




) + d(x > 0.9874)(x− 0.9874)fe−g(x−0.9874) (3.16)
The functional form is motivated by the sharp threshold, the nearly constant background
lineshape, and the Gaussian signal. In this case x is the invariant mass of the charged Kaons.
The values 0.9874 is related to the threshold for the electroproduction of the φ vector
meson, which is fixed during the fitting. Extracted from the fit to the data are the mean of
the invariant mass of the charged Kaons about the φ mass, and the width, σ, representing the
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Figure 3.37: Invariant mass distribution of the final state proton and K− for events passing
all cuts and within the phi mass peak. The color boxes designate the ranges that are excluded
from the analysis of the φ beam spin asymmetry.
achieved resolution of the measurement. These parameters are used to determine the measured
yield, and the parameters from the background fit can be used to determine the total yield of













In Equation 3.17 a is the fitted normalization parameter, σ the fitted mean, and δa, δσ are
the errors in the corresponding fitted parameters.






is used. As an illustration, the calculated FOM as a function of the number of sigma from
the fitted mean peak is in Figure 3.40 for the combined dataset. Ultimately, events within
the defined signal region which is guided by the FOM are used for extracting the beam spin
asymmetry. This corresponds to analyzing events at ∼ ±2σ, or 1.0107 to 1.0287 GeV, from the
fitted mean and sigma of the distribution. For the combined dataset the signal to background
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 142±Number of Phi Events: 2992 
 0.13 MeV± = 1.0198 GeV µ
 0.15 MeV± = 4.33 σ
FWHM = 10.21 MeV
Figure 3.38: Invariant mass distribution of K+K− after combining the inbending and outbend-
ing data. In total there are approximately 2992 ± 142 signal events (calculated from total
integral of the magenta curve).
ratio in this range is 1.0621.
3.6 Comparing Inbending and Outbending Dataset
Before combining the two sets of data for a comprehensive analysis of the beam spin asym-
metry the inbending and outbending kinematic coverage and resolution of missing energy and
invariant masses squared are compared to each other. The two field settings extend the kine-
matic coverage to different regions of the kinematic phase space. Therefore when the datasets
are combined, the result is a broader coverage; see Figure 3.39. A comparison of the calculated
missing energy and masses squared provides details on the achievable resolutions between the
inbending and outbending runs as seen in Figure 3.41.
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(a) Electron, proton, and charged Kaon kinematics
for final state events.
(b) Coverage of the kinematical phase space in
terms of Q2, xB, −t, W .
Figure 3.39: Results from inbending (red) and outbending (black) runs are presented. (a)
Comparison of particle kinematics (momentum, theta, phi) from final state events within 1.0107
to 1.0287 GeV. (b) Coverage in 2D phase space of Q2, xB, −t, W for the same set of final state
events.
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FOM from 0.9894-1.0501 GeV





σ1.8227 ±Max FOM at 
 range: 1.0119-1.0277 GeV
-
K+K












Signal/Background from 0.9894-1.0501 GeV










S/B ratio at Max FOM 1.2832
Figure 3.40: Illustration of F igure O f M erit (FOM) vs number of σ away from fitted mean
for the combined dataset. FOM is defined as the ratio of the integrated signal ±Nσ from the
peak to the square root of the signal + background integrated in the same region (magenta
and red fits in 3.38). The maximum of the FOM is used as a guide to define the signal region.
Corresponding signal to background ratio is presented below the FOM (magenta divided by blue
of 3.38). Ultimately, the signal range from 1.0107 to 1.0287 GeV with a signal to background
(S/B) ratio of 1.06215 is used for the primary analysis.
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(a) Missing energy. (b) Missing proton mass.
(c) Missing K+ mass. (d) Missing K− mass.
Figure 3.41: Comparison of the resolutions on the missing energy and missing mass squared of
the proton and charged Kaons from the inbending and outbending magnetic field datasets. Fits
are Gauss plus first order polynomial.
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 81±Number of Phi Events: 903 
 0.25 MeV± =   1.02 GeV µ
 0.28 MeV± = 4.21 σ
FWHM = 9.91 MeV
(a) Invariant mass spectrum of charged Kaons fitted to determine total lineshape (red), background
(blue), and signal (magenta). Result is from the inbending dataset with all cuts previously mentioned
applied Signal to background ratio from 1.0107 - 1.0287 GeV is 0.8907.



















 117±Number of Phi Events: 2093 
 0.15 MeV± = 1.0196 GeV µ
 0.18 MeV± = 4.41 σ
FWHM = 10.38 MeV
(b) Invariant mass spectrum of charged Kaons fitted to determine total lineshape (red), background
(blue), and signal (magenta). Result is from the outbending dataset with all cuts previously mentioned





The CLAS12 Geant-MC (GEMC) software is used for simulation studies to provide a basis
for understanding the kinematics of the vector φ meson in the experimental data. This software
package is built of CERN’s GEANT4 (Geometry ANd Tracking) 4 software toolkit which simu-
lates a particles interaction with matter via Monte Carlo methods. Each detector subsystem is
represented in terms of its material composition and dimensions to ensure accurate prediction
of the behavior of particles while interacting with it. An accurate representation of the detector
material is of critical importance for regions with sensitive detectors and high background rates.
The three primary reasons for needing simulation of a complex detector like CLAS12, apart from
understanding various particles species interaction with detector volumes, are to help inform
users on the tracking efficiency, detector alignment, and geometrical acceptance / active areas.
Additionally, integrated into the simulation framework is a link to an external database with
parameters to use for reproducing the detector performance seen in the experimental Hall.
Using CLAS12 GEMC requires first generating particles with three momenta and vertex
position defined by a generator. A generator defines the momenta based on predefined scattering
processes. Particle momenta and vertex position are written to a LUND file, which is the
input data format for GEMC (Figure 4.1). The three momenta vector and vertex position
of an event defined in the LUND file are used to initiate a particle in GEMC which is then
propagated through the detector volumes. Finally a defined output template specifies how
to write out relevant information such as reconstructed particle momenta, vertex position,
deposited energy, hit position, etc. This output data is compatible with relevant analysis codes.
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Figure 4.1: LUND format for the four generated particles of an event fed into GEMC to simulate
the detector.
Executing the aforementioned workflow (generation of particles → propagation of particles
through GEMC → analysis) is not possible on a personal laptop or desktop computer due to
time and memory constraints. Instead the workflow demands the use of Thomas Jefferson Lab’s
Scientific Computing Center allowing for multi-core processing to complete computationally
demanding tasks. There are ∼ 25000 CPUs available for experimental computing - commonly
referred to as the "Batch Farm."
4.2 Exclusive φ Electroproduction Generator
As mentioned the first step in the simulation workflow is generating particles with three-
momenta and vertex position - in this case the generation of the scattered electron, recoiled
proton, and the decay of the φ meson to charged Kaons. To simulate the reaction an empirical
parameterization of φ electroproduction is used to estimate the cross section for Q2 > 1GeV 2
and W −Wthreshold on the order of a few GeV. Combining together the available collider ex-
periments of HERA and fixed target experiments from CLAS, Cornell, HERMES, and NMC
allows a smooth parameterization down to low Q2, but is limited to t << W , and scattering
angles θcm < π, and is intended only for electroproduction.
The differential cross section is parameterized according to two different physics models for
the t-dependence: exponential and dipole. The transverse and longitudinal cross sections are




Figure 4.2: (a) σL/σT vs Q2 for experiments in Table 4.1. (b) σT vs Q2 for varying W. (c)
Transverse cross section vs W for fixed Q2 = 2.5GeV 2. The dashed curves are the result of the






νT = 3.0 (4.2)
cT (W ) = α1(1−W 2th/W 2)α2(Wα3)(nb) (4.3)
Wth = mN +mφ (4.4)
α1 = 400 (4.5)
α2 = 1 (4.6)
α3 = 0.32 (4.7)
(4.8)
similarly, for σL the parameterization is
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It was found after an in depth investigation that the dipole model is a more ideal approx-
imation to the data. The model of equation 4.11 is required to equal 1 as -t goes to 0 and is












which is used in the general expression for the differential cross section that is used to
numerically sample the kinematic phase space for φ electroproduction.
Experiment W (GeV) Q2 (GeV 2)
CLAS Lukashin 2001 2-2.6 0.7-2.2
CLAS Santoro 2008 2-3 1.4-3.8
Cornell Discon 1979 3 0.2-1
Cornell Cassel 1981 1.9-4 0.7-4
HERMES prelim. 4-6 0.5-5
NMC Arneodo 1994? ∼7-18 2-25
ZEUS Chekanov 2005 35-145 2-70
H1 Aaron 2009. 35-180 2.5-60
Table 4.1: Exclusive φ production experiments used to extract cross section parameterization.
NMC? utilized a µ beam on nuclear targets [44].
4.3 Sampling from the Generator
The generator is designed to efficiently create events with Q2, −t and tmin,W , xB, minimum
electron energy and polar angle that are within the acceptance of the detector, (Table 4.3) as
informed by data from the experiment. Where tmin is the minimum value of |t| for a fixed kine-
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Parameter Gen Min. Gen Max.
Q2 (GeV2) 0.5 11.5
−t (GeV2) 0.19 5.5
xB 0.02 0.8
φtrento (deg) 0.05 359.6
Table 4.2: Table of min and max values uniformly generated over for kinematic parameters.






Table 4.3: Table of min value used for efficiently generating events corresponding to data limits.
matics. Generated particle kinematics, P vs θ and φ vs θ, and Q2, −t, W , and xB can be found
in Figure 4.3. The thresholds are adjusted based on the magnetic field configuration. Values
for the listed kinematic parameters above are randomly generated over a uniform distribution
(see Table 4.2 for ranges). Next the cross section is calculated for that kinematic point for a
desired model, in this case the dipole model. If the numerically sampled cross section, which
describes the probability of the scattering event happening, is greater than a random number
sampled from a uniform distribution then the momenta and vertex position of the four particles
of the event are saved. This is a standard technique to generate a Monte Carlo sample from a
cross section.
4.4 Four Particle Acceptance Based on Magnetic Field Accep-
tance
Simulation was produced to determine the optimal magnetic field configuration for the
acceptance of the four final state particles. Based on the results of the simulation the optimal
available data to maximize the acceptance of the four particle epK+K− final state is the out-
bending configuration, i.e. 1% for torus and 1%. This field setting corresponds to the available
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(a) Generated particle kinematics for electron, pro-
ton, and charged Kaons. Each row is a particle.
(b) 2D generated kinematics of combinations of Q2,
−t, xB , and W .
Figure 4.3: Calculated beam energy using θe, θp, (a)before and (b)after applying the correction
to the proton angle. The correction is validated as the beam energy is shifted to the correct
value.
outbending data. However, the experiment was planned to split the data consisting of 75% with
inbending and 25% as outbending.
(a) Acceptance for Q2 (b) Acceptance for Xb (c) Acceptance for −t
Figure 4.4: Acceptance in Q2, Xb, −t for four field configurations (torus/solenoid): red -
(0.75/0.7), blue (1/1), green (-0.75/7), yellow (-1/1). The optimal field setting between max.
field setting of yellow (inbending) and blue (outbending) is blue with full particle acceptance of
0.68 vs 0.37%.
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4.5 Comparison of Data to Simulation
Reconstructed events from simulation and data are compared against each other. One
requirement is that there is agreement between resolution from the data and simulation, as well
as having a generator that produces reconstructed events covering a similar kinematic range as
data. Approximately 10 million events are generated for the simulation studies.
It was found that the agreement in the resolution of the calculated missing masses and
missing energy is off by at least a factor of 2 between simulation and data. Therefore studies
were preformed to determine a functional parameterization to artificially alter the resolutions
in simulation - or smear. Procedurally, reconstructed events were selected in simulation passing
all aforementioned cuts and in the defined signal range. The corresponding generated event
particle’s momentum, theta, and phi, for that reconstructed event in simulation are smeared
using Equations 4.27. Gaus(0, 1) is a Gauss distribution with mean 0 and variance 1 from
which a random number was sampled from to smear the generated values for each of the
particle parameters. A new smeared Lorentz Vector based on precsmear, θrecsmear, and φrecsmear for the
particle is then used in calculating missing masses and missing energy to compare with data.
This provides significantly better agreement even in the absence of background merged into
simulation, which at this time is unavailable.
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ap = 0.0184291− 0.0110083θgen + 0.00227667θ2gen − 0.000140152θ3gen + 3.07424× 10−6θ4gen
(4.15)










precsmear = pgen + δp×Gaus(0, 1)× pgen (4.18)
aθ = 0.004θgen + 0.1 (4.19)









θrecsmear = θgen + δθ ×Gaus(0, 1) (4.22)
aφ = 0.85− 0.015θgen (4.23)









φrecsmear = φgen + δφ ×Gaus(0, 1) (4.26)
(4.27)
Having a well understood generator that reproduces the data will help in ascertaining which
kinematic variables can be used to select the final state events, as well as shaping the under-
standing of the underlying model to replicate the process. Only those events within the φ signal
passing the exclusivity cuts should be compared to simulation. Simulated events are chosen
using a similar set of cuts which are optimized for simulation. Figure 4.5 shows a comparison
of data to simulated reconstructed events (with smearing of momentum and angles) using the
generator described above.
During the analysis it was found that the generator proposed in [25] did not accurately
produce the kinematic distribution seen in data. Using the dipole model, it was ultimately
decided that the α2 parameter needed to be modified to 0.01 instead of 1. This change resulted
in better agreement between the kinematic distribution in data and simulation.
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Figure 4.5: Reconstructed data (red) compared to events reconstructed from simulation with
momentum and angles smeared (black).
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(a) Missing energy. (b) Missing proton mass.
(c) Missing K+ mass. (d) Missing K− mass.
Figure 4.6: Overlaid distributions of calculated missing energy and masses squared. Gauss plus
a second order polynomial is fit to data (red) and simulation (black), separately. Fit results are
displayed and used for events selection. Discrepancy of the right tails of the distributions are
likely due to not incorporating background in the simulation.
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4.6 Generating and Recovering Pseudo-Asymmetry
Being able to reproduce a generated asymmetry is important to ruling out effects due to the
acceptance of the detector. To determine this effect on the asymmetry, a pseudo-asymmetry
is generated for simulation studies using the kinematics of the generated particles produced
using the parameterization of the φ cross section described earlier. The pseudo-asymmetry can
be generated by sampling from a sine function with the same asymmetry amplitude measured
in the inbending dataset, i.e. ∼ 0.0728. Note that this is done prior to removing the two
resonances, however regardless of the actual value the underlying principle and results remain
unchanged. Sampling is done by comparing the calculated asymmetry from φTrento value to a
number from a randomly sampled uniform distribution. If the generated asymmetry is greater
than the sampled number, then the helicity is altered from −1 to +1. The relevant distributions
are in Figure 4.7.
(a) Distribution of generated φTrento for positive and
negative helicity states from a randomly sampled
pseudo-asymmetry.
(b) Generated beam spin asymmetry using distribu-
tion from the panel (a).
Figure 4.7: Generated distributions for the pseudo-asymmetry.
The result of this is a pseudo-asymmetry that is generated and one that is reconstructed using
GEMC, which are in agreement with each other, suggesting minimal impact of the acceptance
on the asymmetry. Additionally, to test if there is a false asymmetry produced by the detector
a pseudo-asymmetry of zero amplitude is generated by uniformly sampling from both positive
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and negative helicity states across φTrento. It is noted that in fitting the generated asymmetry
the discrepancy between the input value and the fit result is a result of finite bin size effects.
For consistency the number of bins in φTrento is left the same as for the analysis. However, by
increasing the number of bins, this discrepancy can be reduced.
(a) Generated φTrento distribution for positive and
negative helicity states generated from a sinusoidal
function.
(b) Generated beam spin asymmetry with zero am-
plitude.
Figure 4.8: Illustration of the generated non-zero pseudo-asymmetry vs a zero asymmetry. Both
are correctly reproduced after selecting the reconstructed events from simulated data for the
inbending field configuration.
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(a) Generated sine asymmetry (b) Generated uniform asymmetry
(c) Reconstructed sine asymmetry with smear-
ing






Analysis of the beam spin asymmetry (BSA) is carried out for the fully exclusive vector
φ meson electroproduction process toward extracting the Asin(φ)LU term. First the asymmetry
is assessed over the integrated Q2, −t, xB, and W , kinematic range using the "side band"
subtraction technique. Second, the asymmetry is calculated by directly fitting the invariant
mass of the charged Kaon in bins of φTrento for the two helicity states. Additional methods
to systematically check the procedures are examined. This section will discuss the extraction
methods and binning to determine the asymmetry. Following this section is a discussion on
determining the associated systematic uncertainties of the asymmetry. As mentioned in subsec-
tion 3.5, after selecting events with all final state particles passing exclusivity cuts and removal
of the prominent Λ(1520) and Λ(1820), the region to extract the asymmetry measurements is
based on the FOM from the signal and background fits.
5.1 Extraction of Beam Spin Asymmetry
The asymmetry is calculated for each bin i in φTrento - angle between lepton and hadron







or, equivalently BSAi can be explicitly expressed in terms of the number of counts in bins







Here < Pbeam > is the average polarization of the incident electron beam over the coarse
of the experiment. The Wein angle changed once during the collection of the inbending data
set, this occured on October 30th. The beam polarization at the beginning of the fall run is
85.92±1.7 %. After October 30th the average was slightly higher at 89.22±2.5%. It is believed
there is a ±2% systematic error on these measurements. Since the asymmetry is extracted from
the combined dataset the average beam polarization, weighted by the accumulated charge, is
computed as 87.4% with a systematic 2% uncertainty, and 2.5% statistical error.
Run Period Beam Polarization (%) Accumulated Charge (mC)
inb 85.92 43.4
outb 89.22 35.7
combined < 87.4 > 79.1
Due to the nature of the φ channel extra care is taken when determining the asymmetry
from the φ signal. Therefore two separate methods are implemented to calculate the integrated
asymmetry. The first method, or side-band subtraction method, is the principal method of
the analysis while the second is used as systematic checks. The second method is aimed at
understanding the contribution of the background under the φ peak in each bin of φtrento.
Additional checks are performed to analyze the stability of the measurement (see 6). The
A
sin(φ)
LU is then extracted for each method with a sine fit to the data. The beam spin asymmetry
is computed for the inbending and outbending data separately before combining the two. These









5.1.1 Method 1: Background Subtraction
As briefly mentioned method 1 assumes that the background to the sides of the φ peak
contributes to the signal asymmetry and can be removed by subtracting it. First the signal
region is defined as before, using the S/B and FOM. Events in the signal region are binned in
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φTrento of 10 equally sized bins (36 degrees) from -180 to 180 degrees for each helicity state. The
asymmetry per φTrento bin is determined using equation 5.1. Any background contribution from
the left and right of the signal is measured for a total of three separate intervals to understand
the asymmetry - two background and one signal bin(s). The intervals are in Table 5.1. The
combined dataset extracts the asymmetry in mass range of 1.0107 - 1.0287 GeV, which is guided
based on the FOM. Using the relationship from Equation 5.1.1 of the measured asymmetry, Am,








one can arrive at the signal asymmetry.













Where B/S is the inverse of the signal to background ratio within the signal peak as defined by
finding the Nσ level that maximizes the FOM (Figure 3.40). The ratio of B/S is analytically
determined to be 0.9796 and assumed to not have an associated error in this calculation.
The background asymmetry, BSAmiddle, with the associated error, σ2BSA,middle, in the phi



















Bin Mass Range (Gev)
1 0.9850 - 1.0107
2 1.0107 - 1.0287
3 1.0287 - 1.0704
4 1.0704 - 1.0953
5 1.0953 - 1.1286
6 1.1286 - 1.1400
7 1.1400 - 1.205
8 1.2050 - 1.350
Table 5.1: Mass bins in K+K− for combined dataset. Main focus is on measuring the BSA in
the first three bin ranges for each field configuration. Ranges are chosen such that each bin will
have a similar number of entries in the first three bins. The highlighted row indicates the signal
range.
5.1.2 Method 2: Fits to K+K− in Bin of φTrento
A separate method is used as a cross check of the sideband subtraction. Fits to the invariant
mass of the charged Kaons distribution are performed for the defined bins in φTrento per helicity
state. The Gauss signal distribution is integrated over to count the number of signal events.
The error this results is calculated using the error in the fitted normalization of the Gauss, ∆N
while fixing the mean and sigma to the values from the complete φ mass distribution.
A second procedure to determine the asymmetry for this method involved letting the mean,
sigma, and normalization values float during the fit. To ensure reasonable results, limits are
placed on each parameter. Both procedures yield similar results and provide a sense of confi-
dence in the approaches for this method.
5.2 Binning
In order to bin the asymmetry into more than one bin integrated over all Q2, −t, xB, and
W the inbending and outbending data must be combined to provide sufficient statistics. Since
the two data sets have compatible results, they are combined (more details in Section 6). After




Figure 5.1: Method one approach for the com-
bined datasets. Both resonances are removed.
(a) Invariant mass distribution of K+K−. (b)
The φTrento distribution for positive and nega-
tive helicity states in the defined mass ranges
in (a). (c) Measured asymmetry, Am, and error
from fit, ∆Am for the relevant mass bins. The
lower right values are not used in the analysis.
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Figure 5.2: Signal asymmetry calculated from the combined inbending and outbending data
integrated over all kinematics quantities; i.e. Q2, −t, Xb, and W . The signal is at least one
sigma from zero. The magenta square is the signal asymmetry, the black square to the left and
right are the background asymmetries factored into the calculation. The red dot with a green
star in the middle is the measured asymmetry prior to being corrected.
phi events as well as the signal to background ratio within a specific mass range. The available
statistics of the combined dataset allows for limited binning in the kinematic variables.
Each phase space variable, Q2, −t, xB, and W can be divided into two bins with equal
statistics. These two bins are, however, integrated over the remaining phase space variables.
Bins are split into equally spaced bins by numerically ordering the vector for each kinematic,
then splitting it into a user defined number of equally sized vectors. The average of each bin
is calculated using the formulas in equation 5.2. The asymmetry is calculated via the sideband
method and reported for that average point in each vector. Table 5.2 defines the bin ranges
used and the respective average bin center. The average bin values for each kinematic variable

























Variable (units) Bin Ranges Average Bin
Center
















Table 5.2: Bin dimensions and average bin center for −t, Xb, W , and Q2, constructed with
equal number of entries. Extended digits are kept for future reference.
Prior to determining the asymmetry in each bin, the invariant mass distributions are fit as
previously outlined in subsection 3.5 to determine the background to signal ratio required for
extracting the beam spin asymmetry via the side-band method. The fit results are available in
Figure 5.6.
Once the S/B ratio is determined in each bin, the signal asymmetries are computed using
the sideband subtraction technique (method 1). The results of the asymmetry in each bin are
displayed in Figure. There is a noticeable deviation from zero to a more negative asymmetry
at low W , which corresponds to the events near threshold for φ production. The large neg-
ative deviations in Q2, xB, and −t are correlated with one another, hence a similar negative
asymmetry is observed across these variables. However, due to the limited statistics available,
particularly with the removal of the Lambda resonances, the asymmetry of the sidebands fluc-
tuates significantly. Compounding this is the large error on all the results. Nonetheless, there
is a noticeable trend toward a negative asymmetry at threshold, which is of particular interest
for this dissertation. The asymmetry results with statistical error are found in Figure 5.7 and
Figure 5.8.
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(a) Fits to K+K− mass spectrum for positive helic-
ity states. N is the signal for that φTrento bin.
(b) Fits to K+K− mass spectrum for negative he-
licity states. N is the signal for that φTrento bin.
(c) The signal events N ± ∆N in each Trento bin
from (a).
(d) The signal events N ± ∆N in each Trento bin
from (b).
Figure 5.3: Fits to determine the signal events with associated error in each φTrento bin using
method 2. Panels (c) and (d) are combined to determine the signal asymmetry without need of
including side band subtractions.
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Figure 5.4: Fitted signal beam spin asymmetry for the combined datasets using method 2. The
results is in agreement to that of method 1, where the side-band subtraction is performed to
account for the background to the left and right of the signal. Errors in the µ and σ are zero
because the parameters are fixed to provide a robust estimation of the number of signal events.
A check is preformed to account for this.
(a) -t (b) Xb (c) Q2
(d) W
Figure 5.5: Binning of the kinematics variables as described in Table 5.2. The bin center is




Figure 5.6: Fits to the invariant mass of the charged Kaons, with the removal of the Lambda
resonances, of the combined dataset in bins of −t, Xb, Q2, and W with signal to background
(S/B) ratio displayed. (a) Fit to K+K− mass in bins of −t. (b) Fit to K+K− mass in bins of
Xb. and (c) Fit to K+K− mass in bins of Q2. (d), Fit to K+K− mass in bins of W .
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(a) Asymmetry in −t bins integrated over xb, Q2, and W .
(b) Asymmetry in xb bins integrated over Q2, −t, and W .
Figure 5.7: Asymmetry results in bins of −t, xb. There is a negative trend downward at higher
bins.
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(a) Asymmetry in Q2 bins integrated over xb, −t, and W .
(b) Asymmetry in W bins integrated over Q2, xb, and −t.
Figure 5.8: Asymmetry results in bins of Q2 and W . Of particular interest for this work is the




Systematic checks are preformed to determine the reliability of the asymmetry measurements
from the two methods presented in the previous section. In this section the variations on the
previously mentioned methods are discussed. Ultimately, it is found that the following results
are all in agreement with one another.
6.1 Systematic Studies of Method 1
Method 1 is a reliable and well tested approach for extracting the signal beam spin asym-
metry when there is background contributions from the left and right side of the defined signal
range. To determine how robust method 1 is for the exclusive φ analysis two checks on this
method are performed. This first systematic check is done by overlapping the right side-band
with a successive bin. The second systematic check increases the signal range from one and
a half to three σ in intervals of 0.5σ from the fitted peak. Both systematic approaches are
compatible with the the measured asymmetry in Chapter 5
6.1.1 Systematic Check of Method 1 - Overlap Sideband Region
The first systematic check is to measure the background asymmetry in an invariant mass
bin that overlaps with the background bin adjacent to the right of the peak. This bin ranges
in Table 6.1 are constructed so as to have the approximately the same number of entries, and
therefore similar statistical error. Using this method it was found that the asymmetry of the
two background bins to the right are compatible. This compatibility suggest that the behaviour
of the background asymmetry is consistent within the defined range (Figure 6.2a). Additionally,
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Bin Mass Range (Gev)
1 0.9850 - 1.0107
2 1.0107 - 1.0287
3 1.0287 - 1.0704
4 1.0479 - 1.0810
Table 6.1: Mass ranges for systematic study of method 1 for the combined dataset. First three
bins are the same as 5.1, but with additional bins overlapping the bin to the right of the signal
bin. Ranges are chosen such that each has a nearly equivalent number of entries.
Sigma Multiplier (×σ) S/B min. mass (Gev) max. mass (Gev)
1.5 1.4479 1.0132 1.0262
2 1.1992 1.0110 1.0284
2.5 0.9957 1.0089 1.0305
3 0.8411 1.0067 1.0327
Table 6.2: Number of sigma from mean to determine the signal BSA for systematic study of
the combined data from the inbending and outbending runs with the resonances removed.
the outcome agrees well with the individual analysis of the inbending and outbending, separately.
This later point is discussed in further detail below.
6.1.2 Systematic Check of Method 1 - Vary Range of Signal
The sigma from the fitted invariant mass distribution is varied according to Table 6.2 for
extracting the measured asymmetry. A comparison of the asymmetry from the left, peak, and
right regions are determined and shown in Figure 6.3. Measured results in the left and right
regions are comparable and within error of one another. Values in the peak (panel c) are
uncorrected by the left and right asymmetry. The results taking into account the sidebands and
the signal to background ratio are presented in Figure 6.4.
6.2 Systematic of Method 2
Method 2 directly determines the number of signal events per bin in φTrento based on the fit
results. The number of signal events are determined using two variations of this approach. A
variation of this method is to subtract the background on a bin-by-bin basis within the region
of the signal peak. The signal asymmetry is compared to that presented earlier. The outcome




Figure 6.1: Systematic check of method 1 for the
combined data set. (a) Invariant mass distribu-
tion ofK+K−. The right sidebands overlap. (b)
The φTrento distribution for positive and nega-
tive helicity states. (c) Measured asymmetry,
Am, and error from fit, ∆Am. Results of the
right two overlapping sidebands are compatible
near the phi peak.
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(a) Measured asymmetry from inbending and outbending data combined using method 1 with overlapping
sidebands to the right of the peak. The horizontal bars are artificially shifted for viewing. The asymmetry
of the two right bins are similar when taken close to the peak. As for all asymmetry results, the resonances
are removed.
6.2.1 Systematic Check of Method 2 - Subtract Background Bin-by-bin
The asymmetry of method 2 is determined by subtracting the fitted background from the
total bin count for each bin within three σ of the fitted mean. This method therefore does not
depend on the number of events determined by the signal fit result alone, but instead on the
data in each bin. For each bin in φTrento for each helicity state the number of signal events is
defined as the difference in the number of entries in bin b to the background evaluated at the bin
center of bin b. Figure 6.5 illustrates this concept, with the green lines representing the result of
the difference in the two values. The error in each Trento bin is taken to be Poisson (
√
N sigb ).
A comparison of the extracted asymmetry is within error of the asymmetry from method 2, as
well as method 1.
6.3 Comparing Inbending and Outbending Results to Com-
bined Results for Asymmetry Measurements.
The RGA run period provides an opportunity to extract the asymmetry from two distinct
data sets. The individual dataset from the two fields are analyzed separately to confirm and
validate that the two sets of data are compatible and can be combined to increase the number
of phi events to analyze. The cuts discussed previously are tuned to each dataset to select the
final state candidates. After selecting the final events with all particles in the FD the datasets
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(a) Measured asymmetry in the left sideband for four ranges of σ.
(b) Measured asymmetry uncorrected by the sideband asymmetry in the peak for four ranges of σ.
(c) Measured asymmetry in the right sideband for four ranges of σ.
Figure 6.3: Measured asymmetry for four different sigma ranges of the left, peak, and right
ranges as a systematic check of the main, or principle, method. The final asymmetry of the phi
peak at different sigma intervals is determined with these values and the signal to background
ratio.
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σ 2±(1820), Systematic Λ(1520), Λ Slice, Remove  -K +BSA Per I.M. of K
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Figure 6.4: Outcomes of the signal asymmetry from varying the mass ranges according to
6.2. Black square points are the asymmetries in the sideband, the green circle is the measured
asymmetry in the signal range, with magenta square being after accounting for the background
asymmetries. The magenta data point is artificially shifted for readability.
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are analyzed separately using the same methods and systematic approaches to determine the
respective asymmetries. Additionally, the lineshape of the invariant mass spectrum of the
charged Kaons fit to the individual inbending and outbending data can be found in Fig. 3.42a
and Fig. 3.42b, respectively. The asymmetry results are found in Figures ?? and 6.7b.
6.4 Sources of Uncertainties
There are sources from the experiment that increase the uncertainty in the final measure-
ments. Since the error in the beam spin asymmetry is primarily dominated by statistical error
due to the low number of measured φ events integrated over all kinematics and particularly with
finite binning across Q2, xB, −t, and W . The primary external source of the asymmetry worth
incorporating is the uncertainty in the beam polarization. This is defined in the Systematic
Uncertainties subsection, along with a discussion of folding the results of the other methods
into the error.
6.4.1 Statistical Uncertainties
The uncertainty in the reported value of the beam spin asymmetry is primarily due to the
uncertainty associated in the number of φ events for each helicity state, N±. In each bin of the
asymmetry measurements the corresponding error is a sum of the error associated with the beam
polarization and the statistical error in the counts, which is assumed to be Poisson distributed.
A Poisson distributed error is the square root of the number of counts, or σ =
√
N±. Therefore






This error is presented in each of the BSA vs φTrento as error bars assigned to each point.
6.4.2 Systematic Uncertainties
The studies of systematic uncertainties are motivated by understanding how a particu-
lar approach can influence the outcome of the desired quantity or observable, i.e. the beam
spin asymmetry. As discussion previously multiple extraction methods were performed. Each
method identified above produced an asymmetry with associated errors which are tabulated
and included in the reporting of the measurement. The inclusion of the errors is done using the
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standard equation for error propagation. It should be noted that the systematic uncertainties
are not included in the fitting of the beam spin asymmetry measurements.
6.5 Additional Moments of the Beam Spin Asymmetry
This work is dedicated toward estimating Asin(φ)LU from the model in equation 5.2. However,
only determining this parameter assumes that the other two parameters have negligible con-
tribution in which case only the Asin(φ)LU is extracted. This produces a stable fit but requires
an associated systematic uncertainty with the differences between the full model and the single
parameter model tabulated. Additionally it allows for determining the correlation between the
parameters.













See Figure 6.8 to find the measured asymmetry in the phi
signal bin (top left graphs), the χ2/ndf, and the errors.
The correlation between the additional fit parameters is monitored for case (1) and case(2),
separately and displayed in (a) and (b) of Figure 6.8 for the BSA of the signal bin. The
eigenvalues for a 2x2 covariance matrix produced from the fitting of the functions to the data
points are determined by solving the simple covariance matrix in 6.2 for it’s eigenvalues. The
angle θ is the number of radians the ellipse is rotated in the counter clockwise direction from













θ = atan2(λ1 − a, b) (6.4)
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(a) Fits to K+K− mass spectrum for positive helic-
ity states. N is the signal for that φTrento bin, error
is Poisson distributed.
(b) Fits to K+K− mass spectrum for negative helic-
ity states. N is the signal for that φTrento bin, error
is Poisson distributed.
(c) The signal events N ± ∆N in each Trento bin
from (a).
(d) The signal events N ± ∆N in each Trento bin
from (b).
Figure 6.5: Fits to determine the signal events with associated error in each φTrento bin using
method 2. Panels (c) and (d) are combined to determine the signal asymmetry without need of
including side band subtractions.
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Figure 6.6: Systematic check of method 2 for the combined inbending and outbending data
where the number of signal events are determined on a bin-by-bin basis within ±3σ from the
fitted mean of 1.0197 GeV.
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(a) Extracted asymmetry results from the inbending dataset. Due to the small cross section and accep-
tance provided by the inbending field the number of detected events is small, thereby resulting in large
statistical error bars. Lambda resonances are removed.
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(b) Outbending dataset with the Lambda resonances removed. Similar to the above panel (a) the number
of events prevents a reasonable extraction of the asymmetry. The separate results from the inbending
and outbending are compatible, despite the limited number of events without combining the datasets.
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Figure 6.8: Fits to the BSA to extract the Asin(φ)LU including additional BSA moments. Corre-
lation ellipse for the two cases are shown.
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Figure 6.9: Beam spin asymmetry in bins of W and Q2 for the RGA dataset. Y-axis on both
graphs is the measured BSA [42].
6.6 Inclusive Beam Spin Asymmetry
The inclusive beam spin asymmetry is determined by counting the number of candidate
electrons in the Forward detector in bins of W and Q2, separately. The purpose of this result is
to illustrate that the charge asymmetry is small compared to the inclusive physics asymmetry
of 10−3. Figure 6.9 illustrates that the BSA is 1.5× 10−3. Therefore, no corrections need to be
applied for asymmetry measurements significantly larger than this value [42].
6.7 Beam Polarization
The polarization of the beam was measured at two difference instances over the course of
the RGA dataset due to a change in the Wein-angle on 10/30/2018, thereby providing two
unique value with associated uncertainty. As mentioned previously the polarization values
are: (1) (85.92± 1.29), (2)(89.22± 2.51). The accumulated charge weighted averages were used
during the analysis when analyzing the data, as quoted in the Data Processing chapter. The
resulting weighted average beam polarization used in the analysis is 87.4% ± 2.8%, derived by
not accounting for the brief change to a higher beam polarization at the end of the inbending
run data. Two additional methods are presented that show the difference between the original
method used above and the results below is small.
Method 1: Naive Averaging of Polarization As mentioned the Wein angle is changed
on 10/30/2018 resulting in a higher beam polarization starting with run 5331. The accumulated
charge before run 5331 is 30.062 mC at a polarization of 85.92%. A total accumulated charge
of 13.371 mC is calculated after run 5331 and until the end of the inbending run period with
a beam polarization of 89.22%. The weighted average over the entire period is calculated in
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Equation 6.5.
(30.062 ∗ 85.92 + 13.371 ∗ 89.22 + 35.7 ∗ 89.22)
(30.062 + 13.371 + 35.7)
= 87.97± 2.8% (6.5)
Method 2: Weighted Average with Statistics The next method is to combine the
beam polarization in the inbending together prior to combining the inbending and outbending
measure polarization values. The polarization is weighted based on the respective errors in the
two samples. For the inbending period this is calculated in Equation 6.6.
(30.062 ∗ 85.92 + 13.371 ∗ 89.22)
(30.062 + 13.371)
= 86.94% (6.6)
Since the inbending accounts for about 1/3 and outbending for 2/3 of the available statistics
the resulting average beam polarization in this method is calculated in Equation 6.7
((1/3) ∗ 86.94 + (2/3) ∗ 89.22)
((1/3) + (2/3))
= 88.5% (6.7)
The systematic error reported for the beam polarization is given as ±2.8%. The difference
between these two method is 0.9%. which is smaller than the systematic error, and negligible
compared to the relative error on the asymmetry measurements.
6.7.1 RG-A Analyis Note PID
To test whether or not the specific cuts in the RGA analyis significantly impact the asym-
metry analysis all aforementioned cuts in the refinement sections for the electron and hadron
pid are implemented toward extracting the BSA. The result is a reduction of the number of
final state phi events to 1753, with a BSA of -0.8586 ± 0.04883. This corresponds to about 58%
of the original number of events - or a loss of ∼ 12.5 per particle ( four particles in the final
state). Such a drop is expected with more and tigher PID cuts on the electron, proton, K+,
and K−. The BSA is consistent with the nominal result but with a larger error in proportion
to the loss of final events.
6.7.2 Compilation of BSA for Each Method
Various approaches were employed to determine the asymmetry and validate the main ex-
traction technique. The results from each method involved for calculating the asymmetry
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integrated over all kinematics variables is provided in Table 6.3.
Method Asy (%). Asy. Error (±%)
M1 -0.08421 0.03833
M1 @ ±1.5σ -0.06699 0.03563
M1 @ ±2σ -0.07977 0.03618
M1 @ ±2.5σ -0.08048 0.03832
M1 @ ±3σ -0.06827 0.04117
M1 inb -0.12055 0.07238
M1 outb -0.06435 0.04162
M2 -0.05290 0.0235
Systematic M. 2 -0.0422 0.0192
BSA Form 1 -0.06948 0.03496
BSA Form 2 -0.08701 0.04514
M1, B.P. (a) -0.08374 0.03833
M1, B.P. (b) -0.08317 0.03833
RGA PID -0.08342 0.04872
Table 6.3: Table of the observed BSA for exclusive vector phi meson discussed throughout the





The results of the extracted structure function through the fit of the beam spin asymmetry
and the associated errors were presented for the following cases of interest: (1) integrated over
the complete dataset, (2) binned in kinematic variables of Q2, xB, −t, and W . It was found
that the Asin(φ)LU in bins of W had the strongest correlation, with the extracted parameter at
least 2σ from zero, at an average W of 2.2905 . Similarly, this behavior is residual in the other
variables, due in part to the correlation of the kinematic variables.
The observation of a significant non-zero asymmetry coupled with the need to adjust the
model at energies near threshold (W −Wth ∼ 0.5 GeV) supports a narrative of an enhancement
of pseudo-scalar exchange mechanism near threshold. The observed non-zero beam spin asym-
metry may be produced by interference between scalar and pseudo-scalar exchange mechanisms.
At the kinematic threshold, the edge of the W distribution, the accessible kinematic phase
space is limited by energy-momentum constraints of the final state, making it an ideal range
to detect phi events. Therefore this region can reliably test the scattering mechanisms for this
channel that may give rise to a non-zero asymmetry. The data exhibits a significant non-zero
beam spin asymmetry at production threshold which suggests the interference between the
scalar and pseudo-scalar exchange mechanisms, see Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Simplified Feynman diagram illustrating the interference of Regge exchange parti-
cles. Left - pseudo-scalar π0, η exchange mechanism. Right - scalar, f0, exchange mechanism.
The interference of these two may be responsible for the observed non-zero BSA.
7.2 Outlook
The available CLAS12 RGA dataset from both the inbending and outbending run periods
proved to be a valuable source of high quality data. The UCONN group has produced a
valuable dataset despite relatively limited-statistics with extended kinematic coverage for the
electroproduction of the vector φ meson. In this section we briefly discuss the goals for the
immediate future for this work toward publication.
The primary focus will be on testing the interference of pseudo-scalar/scalar exchange mech-
anisms hypothesis by developing two separate models: a Pomeron, and Reggeon exchange model
to quantify which agrees best with data. The differential cross section via the Pomeron model
grows with W, ∼ W 0.32, while in Regge model it decreases with W, ∼ W−4. Since the data
exhibits a decrease at threshold, the Regge model is the most likely candidate. The Regge
approach predates the developement of QCD, and is a phenomenologically driven theory for
describing the amplitude of diffractive scattering processes in terms of complex angular mo-
mentum [45]. The exchange particles are uniquely described by the trajectories traced out by
the Regge poles, which are parameterized as a function of t, the difference in four-momentum of
the target and scattered nucleon. In this case, the postulated pseudo-scalar exchange particles
are π0 η and the scalar particle is the f0. These are the lowest order exchange particles with
the appropriate quantum numbers for the production of the vector φ meson.
The Regge view of diffractive scattering is related to the GPD model in QCD (described
in the Introduction) by the exchanged quantum numbers, JPC . There is a duality between
these two views to describe the scattering in terms of an angular momentum operator acting
on hadronic states, as done in Regge theory, and of the light-cone expansion QCD operators
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acting on the partonic (quark) states [18]. Therefore, this work is pioneering in validating if
the transversity GPDs for the gluons contribute to the observed non-zero BSA. Ultimately, this
work provides the foundation for determining the dominant exchange mechanism which will aid
in the development of a GPD based description in the context of a hard to soft transition.
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